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mature man durin� the e oncl W rid War. Th c ven brought a great 
number or xperien which demanded an answer, but the an wer had t 
1J ompl x and multidimcn ional in vi •w f th forms or ov r x ltability 
m,ntioncd arli•r, in e it was du' to them, lo my 'nhan ed imagin;'lfion, 
activity of thought ,  and motional involv ·m nt that the ontenl of my 
ob crvations nd expericn e w gr ally amplifi cl. From th e ents of 
lhose tim am an unappea eel need to cl epcn the atlitud toward the 

death of others and Lowa rd my own, low a rd inj u lie and social cat •• 
clysms, toward th dis riminaLion b tw en truth and falseho cl in human 

llitudc and behavior. 
In fa c of the c quesli ns I often felt brok. n and afnicted by th ir 

numb•r and overwh !ming comµlcxit_. l felt Lh, l th questions ti . 
manded nswer that woul I be universal and thnt would pcnetral d, p. 
'this ne 'd to pen tra te d e1 became mor' and mor as iaLed wi Lh an 
intuitiv understanding of the mullilcvcl nature of phenomena. up rfi ial
ily1 vulgaril., absen of inn'r conflict, quick forgetting of grav ex� 
pc1·ien ", became . omething repugnanl lo m . 1 s arched f r pcop!• and 
altitud s of a differ,nl kin I, I.hos lhat w re aulh •nli ally ideal, saturat d 
\ ith immutabl value , th · who r present cl "whal ought to be" against 
'what i . " \nd it often turn d Olll that among ·u h person· the "what 
ought to be" wa already th 'r and al Lim •s in i nob! st manifcstati n . 

Expcri ncing th ontradictions or values in everyday obser ations had its 

unl rparl in extensive tudy and examination of n epti n · and Lheorie · 
off,red b Ja k on, Jan•t, •reud an I oLh r. In lh 1 d v l pm nt of my 
attitud toward th e id as, th' discriminating riterion w,. th pr . n e 
r ab n or multilevel nc plion or at lca.l ·om pproximution lo Lhat. 

Th pr scnc of multi! vcl approaches in th ir tlie rics mad me rec I live 
towar I Ja k. on, h rrin ton, Jung, and Rors ha h, whil th absen c of 
mullil v I compon nts m'1d incomprch nsil I l me ps, hoanalyti 
lh ori , Pavlov theory, b•haviori m, or , •n som of Idler's, ide · su h 
a th a:sumplion lhat th r is no inh ril n e of psy hological traits, or 

that l11 •re i only f cling of inf ri rily toward olh rs bul nont: toward 
on self. 

1 uld not agree with the idea o( al'ly childhood fruslrat.ion · a. 1:tn 
explanaliQn fo1 Lhe origin and c.lcvclopm nl of I y honeurosc. wh 11 very
day ob rvati n and my clini al practi , were dcm nstrating he link 

b Lwecn p,ychon urolic and er all\ c I rnccs . I uld not a c 'Pl U1e 
011 • id cl and unilf'v I tran po iti n of exi rimenl I result with anim Is 
arl'icd ul by Pavlovians or bchaviori l nto th· ompl ·x, subLI' and 
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mul1ilevcl human mechanisms. I could not accept certain theories (Janet, 
Adler, and others) which associated human development with external 
condilions only and did not take inlo account U1c developmental potential 
of Lhe inner psyrhic milieu. 

ln these searches I tl'ied to base my:;elf oil broad comprehensive ex
perimenls and studies. On the basis or these studies and conceptions in 
which I perceived outlines of a hierarchy o( values,! fell the need Lo create 
such a hierarchy of v:"'-lucs whirh would be de:-cribcd with precision, 
empirically developed, anci objectively testable. 

One more remark. 1'he recognition of the importance of mullilevelness 
required that one looked for its elements and manifestations in all al'eas of 
human process and experimentation: Lhat is, in neurophysiology, psy
chial1)', psychology, sociology, and education. The complexity of the 
phenomena or human life, as well as their multilevelness, could not be 
understood without tJ1e investigation of links, aggregations, and in
teractions of factors Operating in the external environment, as well as, and 
foremost, of lhose operating in the inner psychic milieu. 

Psychological anti educational experiments enabled me to see the mul
tilevelncss of phenomena also in the a,·ea of educalion. A sensitive, capa
ble, introverted child is often given negative evaluation because of his 
shyness and lack of self-confidence. How oilen docs one see how psy
chont:urotics are pushed out to the margin, while society yields to the 

influence of psychopaths-individuals who act without inhibition, without 
scruples, withoul emotional responsiveness: that is, individuals who are 
deficient in the conslituting elements of Lhe inner psychic milieu. 

The world uf cxlct·nal and internal phenomena began to form itself in my 
experience as a world of values arranger! in a hierarchy of levels. Values 
appeared Lo represent different levels. The span between the levels of a 
given phenomenon became by far more significant than Lhe content of the 
term defining the phenomenon. Baria le,·el covered a dislinctly cliffcrenl 
range of a gh·en phenomenon. Thus empathy appeared as something 
different from prin1itivc syn tony, primilive immobilizing fear as something 
totally different from and unrelated lo existential fear, brutal and wilci 
laughter as :;omelhing rliffcrcnt from ancl unrelated lo a subtle smile nu1n
ifesting dcptli of inner experience in respect lo others and lo oneself. It was 
striking t hr1t these dis para Le man ifcstations of behavior never coexisted in 
the same individual. Existential fears, obsessions, and depressions turned out 
to be unrelated to egocentric fears, obsessions, and depressions. The first were 
the result of excessive sensitivity, disappointments, sadness, and suffering; 
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the second wc1·e most oflcn Lhe 1·csult of lack of success in life, thwarted 
ambition, material losses-in short, of primiti\'c cgoccntrism shaped hy ex· 
ternal stimuli. 

In numerous mental disorders, and especially in psychoneuroses, I found 
again and again great creative and developmental richness. Such patients, 
not reconciled to Lhcir concrete reality but rather opposed to it, were 
undergoing psychoneurotic processes generated by Lhc multidimensionality 
or their experiencing. They manifested lreJl(IS and efforts in search of a 
reality of higher level. Ami oflen they wc1·e able Lo find it unaided. 

The label "dcgencre sup�rieur," applied to such individuals, became for 
me the very reprcsenLalion of an artificial solution Lo the lruth that many 
menlal disorders do nol manifcsl clegcnel'ation but, on the contrary, a high 
level of overall mental development. On Lhc basis of delailed biographical 

studies I saw that geniuses of mankind and saints manifested rsychoneu
roLic processes, even borderline of psychosis, combi.ncrl wilh the highest 
level of rxperirnce, as well as of understanding and attaining the highest 
levels of reality. 

ln relation lo social strlic:turcs these experiences led me to distinguish 
three groups composed of (o) primilive and brutal clements, acting Loward 
their own ad\'unlagc and often clctcnnining the course of events, (b) so

cal led normal intli viduals subordinated lo lhe primitive ones, and (c) ncr
,·ous inciividuals and psychoncurotics characterized by enhanced psychic 
excitability, mainly emotional, imaginalinnnl, and int.cllerlual, who are 
pushed ou1 lo the margin and yet who create the highest and the most 
lasting values. These three _groups formed themselves in my mind in a 
"naturnl" manner, with lhc firsl havit1i.: the greates1 adcvclopmenlal ad
vantage, showing lhe greatesl aggressiveness but no scruples, the second al 
a developmental disadva11tage. and the third-developmentally lhe richest 
-being rorccd out. The third group is tl1c most vulnerable in terms of
individual and so.;ial development.

These th rec Lypes or groups ca11 be observed with some va rialion al most 
anywhere in social structu1·es: in the family, school, administration, in· 
dustry, hiid1cr education, international relations. Herc again appeared the 
problem of inultilcvel11es� of socinl groups ancJ of mullilevelncss or social 
values. The distinction of levels, their organization and development be
calile for me lhc key lo the an::wcrs T sought. 

The clcrinilion of five levels uf rlc,·clopmcnt or emotional und instinctive 
functions, their clctailcrl dPst·ription anrl elaboration of mctho<ls of thrir 
diagnosis, brough1 the concc1}l of multilc,·clncss to the realm of objective 
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operation:.., similar to those employed in the slurly of human intelligcnc:c. 
This, in turn, allowed me gradually to claboralc philosophical irlcas in regard 
tot he problem of values. The distinction of levels of values is more meaningful 
and more crucial than the distinction of kinds of values. This introduces into 
nx!ology in place or relativism of values their h_ierarch ization.

Jn conclusion I would like to say thal perhaps it was a certain amount of 
cognitive, as well as experiential, polential that enabled me to t·cach to a 
111ull1dimensional anrl multilevel reality and establish some oi its dimen
sions. The c:onsequenccs of such an approach arc rather obvious for 
philosophy of eclucalion and for creating educational models, for diagnosis 
and therapy of mental disorders, especially of psychoneuroses, for com
prehensive multilevel and multidimensional psychology, and for ph ilosophy 
which in my approach rcp1·escnls an objective protest against lhc 
hegemony of positivism. 

Finally, I would like lo express my profound appreciation and affection 
for my young friend Dr. M. M. Piechowski, for his original and creative 
approach tu the theory of positive disintegration, for his numerous con
ceptions enriching the funclamcnlal strucLllre of the theory and also Lhuse 
�oing bt:yond the pl'escnl scope of problems encompassed by the thco1y. 

U11iversilc Laval, Q11ebec Cily 
:lpi·il 197-1 

Kaiimierz Dabrowski 
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SUMMARY 

Developmental psychology, in �pitc of its dynamic growth, has not, thus 
far, generated a general theory of human developmenL. Present develop
mental theories arc either cognitive or ontogenetic, or both. All arc descrip
tive. Their powers of explanation are limited. None of them include emo
tional development. 

It is argued that a tJ1eory of development in order to claim generality 
must (a) include emotional development, ,rnd (bl offer hleans of explaining, 
rather than only describing 1 developmental transformations. A nonon
Logenetic theory of development, called theory of positive disinlegrntion, 
appear.s to fulfill these conditions. It is built on Jacksonian principles of 
evolution of levels of functioning. 

The central concept of the theo1y is that of multilevclness of develop
mental phenomena. Development is seen lo be a function of the level of 
behavioral organization. The Lheot)' defines five levels. Each level con
slitutes a distinct structure. The dynamic elements of the structure of each 
level ai-c identified. Positive disintegration is the name for the process by 
which the structure of a higher level replaces the slructurc of a lower one. 

The theory explains different cievelopmcntal patterns by introducing Lhe 
concept of developmental potential (DP). Although DP is a purely logical 
notion, lt is given observable dimensions designated as dimensions of 
mental functioning. There are five of these and they correspond to psy
chomolor1 sensual, imaginational, intellectual, and emotional modes of 
functioning. 

The first half of the monograph is devoted to the conceptual structure of 
the theory. The second half to empirical tests of the theory. Three such 
tests were made on data generated from an atomistic analysis of auto
biographies. 

The first test consisterl of the comparison of developmental cross-sections 
obtained from different sources of data (subjects) with the overall pattern 
of five levels of development. The different cross-sections overlap with 
each other and with different segments of the total theoretical pattern. 
Superimposed on each other Lhey reconstitute the total pattern. 

The second test consisted of a comparison between computed and clini
cally derived values for DP for each subject in the study. 

The third test was a comparison of DP values obtained from early ahd 
late parts of an autobiography. 

An empirical equation for DP was used in the second nnd the third tesL. 
Parameters represented in the equation appear sufficient to account for 
individual differences in patterns and levels of development. 

2.39 



I. INTRODUCTION

A. TIIE N1�1m fOR A D1::vEI,OPM�NTAC� PArV\DICM IN PSYCIIOLOCY

ln the last two decades developmental psychology has undergone an 
"explosion of knowledge" (42, p. vii). This dynamic output reflects the 
increasing significance of a drvelopmental approach to Lhc study of human 
behavior. Curiously, however, the co,1cept of development does not appear 
on the official map of psychological systems (39) nor do the names of 
Gesell, Piaget, or Werner appear on the pages of a recenl textbook devoted 
to the history of modern psychology (51). 

The fact lhat the developmental arproach is not recognized as a system 
of I hought, or paraciigm, is intriguing. For a long lime development was 
treated as a fu 1,ction of age (.31 ). Age, or Lime, was, therefore, just another 
parameter in the study of human behavior (58). Within such an approach 
development did not present anything distinctive. 

The situation is different in biology. Herc, si11ce the time of Ernst von 
Baer in the beginning of U1e 19th century, development was observed as a 
complex process of tliffercntiaLion: a se(]uence of transformations in the 
structural and functional organization of living organisms. The develop
ment of an embryo from a single cell into a complex roullicellular organism 
proceeds through many stages caclt characlerizecl by different morphology 
and different biochemistry. In consequence, the structure and funclions of 
an organism al dirferent stages of development can be so dissimilar as lo be 
unrecognizable. Compare, for example, the tadpole and the frog, the larva 
and the butterny, the human emb1110 in its first few weeks and the 
newborn infant. Such dissimilarities can also be found in the complex life 
cycles of fungi, ferns, or higher plants. Or take lhe extreme example of a 
virus which, after infecting a cell, vanishes so complelcly as an entity that 
this stage of his development has been called the "eclipse'' (53). ln some 
instances the different stages of ontogenesis of a single organism were 
descriLed al first as different species. 

The point of the above biological invocation is (n), if Lhe phenomena of 
life, including human behavior, are lo be understood, it is necessary Lo 
fol low the sequence of developmental transformations; (b) I he different 
stages of developmenl can be so dissimilar that without knowing their 
succession they could appear unrelalcd; (c) there must be an underlying 
sLructurc seclll'ing tile conlinuity and regularity of development. 

At the biolo�ical level Lhis .structure is the genetic material, and it-; 
function is storage of information. Whal would correspond Lo thal structure 

210 
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al the psychologic.il levcl we do nol know. We do know, however, that the 
awareness of one's irlentity persists through wakefulni;::,s and sleep, through 
grave emotional crises, or th1·ot1gh µeriods of amnesia. 

It n,ighl be worthwhile to point out that in psychology the noLion of 
structure is different lhan i11 biology. Biological struct u1·es arc arrange
ments of molecules. They can be seen directly or indirect!)'. Psychological 
structures cannot be seen, and we know no molecular arrangements Lhat 
correspond lo Lhcm. This, however, cloes 11ol limiL our possibilities of 
analysis. Taking the lead from mathematics we can deal with psychological 
structures as purely logical notions (4). One can be encouraged by lhe fact 
Lhal this is how genetics has developed. The physical nature of lhe gene 
was nol kMwn foi- al least 80 years-the gene as a unil of heredity was a 
purely lof.{ical noLion. This particular ignorance in no way limited Lhe 
development of genetic analys is. 

Tlw apµtict1tion or the knowledge of biological devcloµmenL Lo human 
psychological dcvelopmenl was attempted by Gesell (20), Piaget (44, 45) 
and Wcrne1· (56, 57). Their attempts focused on identifying those general 
principles of biological dcvelopmcnl that could also apply Lo psychological 
development. Thus we have become familiar with directionality, in
dividuating maturation, assimilation, accommodation, sequentiality, dis
conlinui Ly, differenttr1 lion, and several others. Closely examined, these 
principles arc cs:;entially descriptive. They point Lo different aspects of Lhe 
developmental µrocess which cannot be distinguished from dcvelopmenl 
itself. Thus Lhey do not explain clcvclopmcnl because they do nol identify 
specific processes ur properties of I he organism, independent of develop
menL, which roulrl acrnunl for cleveloJJmcnlal transformations. 

This, perhaps, is the reason why the developmental orienLalion in psy
chology, despite its vast membership ancl explosive output, has nol risen to 
the rank of a system of thought. Developmental psychology has not yet 
produced a general theory of developmenl. 

The task of the present monograph is lo present a theory of human 
cievelopmcnt which constitutes a distinct conceptual system. The theory 

has sufficient gcneralily to oiler concepts and observable, dimensions ap
plicable lo many areas of development, such as emotional, social, cogni
tive, moral, creative, sexual, abnormal. The theory is different from other 
developmental theories in an important way: besides general descriptive 
principles, it ciefincs measurable dc\'clopmental para meters, separate from 
the process of dcvclopmenl. Another important aspect of LIie theory is that 
it emphasizes the significance of emotional development. The theory irlcn-
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tifi.cs emotional-cognilivc structures underlying the control of behavioral 

development. 

B. TIIE NEED TO R.F.OISCOVEll EMOTIONAIJ DEVELOPMENT 

One of the forgotten i:trcas of psychology is emotional development. 
Research and theories of development have focused on problems of cogni
tive development, while those of emotional development have been ig
nored. The situation was somewhat different in the past as witnessed by 
Jersild's extensive review of emotional development research in the l 946 
edition of Carmichael's Man uni of Child Devefopme11/ (30). However, this 
subject disappeared from subsequent editions of the M anunl and became one 

of the white areas on the map of dcvelopmenl psychology. Why this change? 
fo'or several decades one or the central issues in American psychology has 

been learning. Consequently the study of cognitive development found, in 
a way, a prepared ground. On the contrary, a systematic psychology of the 
em0Lio11s is a rccenl occurrence (e.g., 2, 6, 19, 28, 37, 54), too young and 

Loo limited Lheorelically and methodologically Lo have pt·cpare'd Lhc ground 
for a systemalic study of emotional development. 

Our under·standing of human behavior and human development cannot 
be complete if emotional development is left out of the picture. Approaches to 
human relations thal included affect did not consider its developmental role 
(e.g., 24, 43). The age-old problem of the universality and objectivity or 
human values and value judgments cannot be solved without reference to 
emotional development ( 16); similarly, the mystery of creativity and religious 
experience, often accomapniecl by rich affectivily, cannot be unraveled with
out reference to emotional development. 

The need to bring emotional factors into the forefront of developmental 
dynamics is not arbitntry (although it may appear emotional), bL1t stems 
from a cornpreh<?nsive analysis of human devclopmenL. Even more than 
the acquisition of symbolic language (48), emotional faclol's arc significant in 
man's becoming human. A general theory of human development is not 
possible if the emotional dimension is excluded. 

The thesis presented here is the following. The key to the understanding 
of complex phenomena of human behavior lie5 in the develo/nnenla.l ap

pronc/1 ns a system of 1./to11ght. Just as the theory of evolution reoriented 
biolo11;ists from describing isolated phenomena as finished unchangeable 
forms to viewing them as a progression of evolving patterns, so a general 
theory or human rlcvclopmcnt may reorient psychologists toward viewing 

human behavior as a progression of evolving behavioral patterns. Such 
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patt rn ar' an intcr1 lay of hereditary, environm ·nlal, and conscious sclf
det rmi11ing fa lors. The prima111 shaper of chang1i in thes Jlallern , 
how ·v •r ar emo ion al pro cs cs. 

In summary, in spit· of Lhc wide front or d v lopm•ntal n: A.r 1,
1 

a 
general lh ory of cle elopm nl, ranking i11 psy holo cy a , on ptually 
di'Li;1 t sy Lem of thought, h nol >' L meqrd. 'he lo 'st to su h n 
g •n ·ral s stem are th theori s of ·ognitivc I velopm n . In our vi w a 
g,n ral th or of hum n tie clopment. mu,1 al· in lud ·mo ional d • 
v I pmenl be au. emotional pro ,s es ar crucial in haping th• transiti n 
from human animal lo human b ing. Analogou· lo he th ory of e olution, 
a gen ral theory could bccom an integrating pnJ'adig111 for the numerou · 
but Ii paratc and eemingly unrelated IHds of p ycholo, . 

With U1 • ex pLion of W rner's th ory, available lh ories of rt v •loµmcnl 
appear bound lo an onlogcn ti approa h. The theory of de elopm nl to b 
pre. nl t..l h r r l on an olutionary rat.h ·r ti an an onl gen i on ep-
lion of human cl •velopm nt. J Ls ntral on epl is thaL of multileveln ss. 



RY 

A. lVlULTlLl,VELNES

In 1884 John Hu hling· Jackson d liv·r'd lhrc· leclures n the Evolu-
lio11 and Disso/11tio11 of ti, e1"Vu11 y ·/ 111 (29). In th' 
pr sent •d Lhe id a that progrc ivc impairm nt of n urological a ti vity, 
such a observed in epil pli scizur s, I ends sl 'P by st p the volulion-

ry trata of th nervou · · , tem. 
The n rvou. y tern retains in i hierar hical organizati n levels f dif

ferent volutionary ag . The hi h . L l vels are th youngest; U1 y ar also Lhe 
m ·t complex. High r I v 1� c nlrol low r 1,vels throu •h inhibition (·ection 
11, B 2). Tl u , when alcohol, xLrerne fatigue, or pilcpti izurC's dim 
on.ciou ne and voluntary ti ity, th hi �h t I vet of n urol gi al func

tioning i • impair •d or "di solv d. '' Tb n xl low r I vcl i · now funcliona.lly 
lh high· l nd th conlrolling on . Bul il is mor automali . Ir, in turn, this 
I vet i "di olv d," th orp;ani m's fun tionin <lcsc nrl. a •ain to the next 
lower and e\'en mo1·e automati 1, •I. 

Ja kson aid that automali action arc aulomati becau they ar in-
lcpenclent of h r a Lion . n automali action has Lo run its oursc; it an 

be topp d, buL iL ann t change its paltcrn or qu nee. Fun tional com

pl xily, on the Lh r han I, r quires intri ate and mutuaJI I re pon ive 
m hani ms. With U1i in mind Jackson formulated Lhrc law of evolulion 
of Lh n rvou - s_ tcm, two of which are rel vant her : (fl) Ev lution i a 
passa c from th' most .·irnple to lhe most complex. (b) Evolution is a µa· ag 
from th mosl utomati to l11 mo·t volunta1y. 

The e senc or Jacks nian thought i lhat the high st-i .. , the most 
evolved-I els f n rvou acliviLy are the mo l omplcx and th I ast 
alll m U-. Tl, ignifi n e of Ja k on's lh oreticnl con ribu ion lie in a -
ociating a hi rar h of I •vet of functioning with v lution. Jackson' , p, 

µroach is multilcv I and volutfon, ry. 
·u h a on pl of multil vein•. · cliff rs from that of Piag t. For Piaget

cone ptu, liz elev lopm nl in terrn of stagrs. Ea h Lage rc1 resents a more 
·ompl . and mor effi ienL level of organization produced in the ours of

onlogcn i . t is th process of dcvelop111e11t whi h p,,od11ces the di}Jel'eut
levels ·/ngewise in orderly ·u e sion. Piag L' approa h is multi
J v 1 ancl ontog n Li

The ntog n ·li · and th volutiomiry a�p cts of th d v lopmenl of 
bcbavi r appear tog th r in the d lopmrnlal qucncc of r flex pall ·rn 

24'1 
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nbscrved in Llie felus and in the 11cwborn infant (25, 26, 27, 40). In early 
ontogeny the reflex pattern is widespread and undiffcrenl iated; a localized 
.stimulus elicits 1110,·cments of large areas of the body. This is followed by 
the aprcarancc of a wide range of discrete local renexes with separate 
response areas. Finally, specific, purposeful, well-controlled sequences or 
movements become possil,le. Thus I he early phases of movement contrnl 
arc automatic, the later ones deliberate and voluntary; the early phases arc 
controlled by the cvolutionnt)' older brain slem and midbrain, the later 
phases by the evolutionary younger cortex (27). The transition from Ll1c 
early ones Lo the late ones requires inhibilion of the e,irly ones, analogous Lo 
Jacksonian inhibition of lowel", more automalic levels by higher, more 
volunta1-y levels. For example, the infant is born with a grasping reflex 
which allows him lo support his weighl. This ability reaches its peak at the 
age of 40 days, lhen is gradually losl, and is not regained al the same level 
of proficiency until the age or 5. By Lhen il is voluntary and deliberate, 
while the eal'iy automatic reflex is inhibited (40). This tletnonslralcs how in 
lht: cott1·se of ontogcnesis is acquired a level llighei- in Lhe evolution of 
functions. The study of early development of behavior combines the on
togenet.ic, cvolutional)•, and multilevel approaches. 

In I he theory of positive disintegration (9, 11 ), tlevd0Jm1e111 is a June/ io11 

of tlte level of oi-w111izalio11. Emotional and cognitive development is 
viewed as a no11ontogenelic evolutionary pattern of individual growth. 
Whal evolves is the structure or behavior. By "structure" is meant it.s 
logical conception (4). !Sec also section I, A and TI, C .J.) The struc.:ture and 
its components arc dcfinecl. The sLructurc determines Lhc particular level of 
development. The level oJ functioning is nol produced aulomatically in the 

course of ontogenesis but evolves as a function of other conditions, which 
we shall examine later. 

Emol ional development lacks a dislinclly 011togcnclic pattern, even 
though Gesell (2 I) showed lhat there exist repeating cycles made of succes
sions of emotional equilibrium followed by disequilibrium, inward and 
outward thrusts, and a synthesis of opposing feeling tendencies. This 
sequence is repealed spirally in three successive cycles between the ages of 
2 and 16. However, the underlying structure or these eludes us. Knowing 
Lhe components of the structure of emotio11al functioning is necessary if we 
are to explain the u·ansform.itions occut-r ing in ii$ development. A mul
tilevel approach allows us to distinguish the strucl ure of different develop
mental levels, cog-nitive and emotional. 

Making multilevelness the central concept in the approach lo develop-
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ment means that we now have a new key, or paradigm, wilh wbich lo 
approach human behavior and its development. ll becomes less meaningful 
lo consider, for instance, aggression, inferiorily, empathy, or sexual be
haviot· as unitary phenomena, but it becomes more meaningful to examine 
their different levels. Love and aggression at the lowest level of de
velopment differ Jess than the lowest and the highest level of love, or the 
lowest and the highest level of ag�rc:.sion; at the highest level aggres:;ion is 
replaced by empathy (15). 

At the lowest level of development different behaviors have a fairly 
simple underlying strncture. With the p1·ogress of clevclorment toward 
higher levels the process of differentiation becomes so extensive thal Uie 
rlifferences between level are by far greater and far more signifirnnl I han 
differences between particular behaviors. 

The concept of multilevelness is thus the starting poinl for the analysis of 
all forms of behavior and their development. It represenls a "new system of 
thought," suited to represent developmental approach on the official map 
of psychology. 

B. POSITIVE DISINTEGRATION AS A GENER.I\L
DEVELOPMENTAL PRINCIPLE: 

I. TIie Signifim11ce of ln/1ibi/.io11

In the process of individual evolution conflict wilh one's milieu and with 
oneself plays a decisive role in inhibiting primitive implllses. Internal 
conflict appears as a factor of control. The conflict is more complex than 
the impulse it inhibits. The impulse represents a lower level of functioning, 
while the internal conflict, by vittuc of its complexity and controlling 
effect, represents a higher level of functioning. 

Inhibition is a fundamental feature of hierarchical control in biological 
systems. It comes in many diffe1·ent and quite complex patterns. It appeat·s, 
for example, in the control of movements in early development, where the 
level of control migrates by progressive inhibition of the brain stem and the 
mid brain to the cortex (2 7). Pribram (49, p. 338) points out that ''true 
neuronal inhibition is an organizing property of neuronal function, not just 
a depressant/' and quotes Sherringlon, "Between the reflex and mind there 
seems to be actual opposition. Reflex action and mind seem almost mutu
ally exclusive-the more reRex the rcllex, the less does mind accompany il" 
(49, p. 104), which is another statement of Jackson's principle that the 
more automatic an action the less deliberate or conscious it is. 
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Reflection, hesitation, and inhibition arc less automatic Lhan an im
mediate rcsµonse to stimuli. 'fhey cannot be derived from tJ1e stimulus the 
way a Lropism response may be derived; for instance, in positive phoLo
tropism, movemenl toward light appears automatically with the shining of 
light. 

The less automatic but mol'e voluntary responses which appear later in 
development arc in conflict with the earlier more automatic modes of 
funclioning. The less automatic- processes disorganize and inhibit the more 
automatic ones. A disequilibrium results which precedes the emer�ence and 
organization of new and higher levels of control. Thus instability, and 
partial, or even complete, disorganization or behavior is necessary in the 
process of development from a lower to' a higher level of functioning. In this 
pt·occss lower levels become more and more inhibited: i.e. 1 more and more 
controlled by higher levels. 

2. Positive Disi11tegmtion

Jackson did not specify the processes of evolution and the mechanisms 
l>y which a transformation takes place from a lower to a higher level, from
simple to complex, from automatic and unconscious lo voluntary and
co1,scious. Many mechanisms viewed by him as ' 1dissolution" are, in fact,
mechanisms of developmental evolution. Dabrowski labeled them 11positive
disintegralion" (9, 11).

The example of grasping reDex (Section Il, A) is a good illuslra.tion of 
this process. Voluntary and deliberate control of grasping develops to 
replace an early automatic reflex. While the early grasping reflex is being 
"dissolved/ a new mode of opera.Lion slowly develops: a higher level of 
functioning replaces a lower one. Bulin the intervening period, which may 
be quite extended, performance drops, or may disappear entirely. It is a 
disintegration. 

Posilivc disintcgrntion means restructuring of the organization of affec-
1 ive and cognitive functions. It is called disi11tegnitio11 because the lower 
level of functioning musl break down before it is replaced by a new 
organization of a higher level. The term positive is used in the same sense 
as when we speak of evolution from lower Lo higher forms of life. Rather 
lhan in terms of age or learning, development: is measured in terms of 
struct1�ral and functiorial reorganizations. By this clclinition, if there is no 
restructuring, there is no development. 

Individual development may follow the maturational stages of the life 
cycle without any profound psychological tr·ansformation (i.e., without 
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change in the emotional-cognitive structur�J. In such case there is no 
dcveloprnenl in the sense of reorganizatioh, and this adcveloµmcntal struc
ture has been called primary, 1>r primitive, i11tegmlirm. In such a life 
history an individual follows the path of environmental adaptation. lie 
learns, works. and fit.s in, but he docs not suffer mental breakdown or 
experience ecstasy. In contrast, when in a life history mental breakdown or 
true ecstasy does lake place we have a disintegration ( 11). 

Disintegration may be positive or negative. Dcvrlot1mcnl is associated 
with positive disintegration, dissolution of rncnlal l'unclions with negative 
disintegration, abscn_re of development with primary integration. Levels or 
integration a11d disintegration constitute a hiernrchy. Primary integration is 
al Lhe bottom, Lhen three levels of ciisintcgration (one unilcvel, two of 
multilevel) and at the top secondary inteRrnlion. These levels are described 
in section 11, £, and arc listed in Table I under "Struclurn." 

The conccpl of clevelopmcnl through positive disintegration means that 
development occurs wltcn there is movement (i.e., restructuring) al least 
l'rom one lc\'cl lo another. The least development occurs from pl'imary 
integration lo the first level or disintegration. Development is more exten
sive when it proceeds through several levels of positive disintegration. 
Development is most extensive when it reaches secondary inLegration. 

DHbrowski (7, 11, 12) described tlnd analyzed a wide range of 
phenomena of disintegration in relation lo periods of life: e.g., adolescence 
or climacteric, parLicularly stressful experiences such as the loss of proper
ly, position, youth or beauty, spouse or child, or Lhe event or a serious 
illness, and in relation to risychoneurotic, girted, creative and eminent 
personalities. Exlernal events tri1,nwring- pcriorls of disintc�i-alion cannot 
account for the grea1 individual ciifferenc�s in how these events and their 
consequences are experienced and handled. Even less can they l.ie invoked 
lo account for those in:;tances where a person delibcralcly seeks frusti-alion 
and stressful conditions so that he would not stag11ate in his developmenl. 
Such development, propelled, as It were, from within, is a function of a 
sll'ong dcvclopmcnlal polential, ancl is no1 bound or delcrmined by advanc
ing age or envi�onmenLal prci>surc!;. Such dcvcloomcn�, called acceleraled, 
is particularly rich in posilive disintegrations. 

While Jackson looking al impaired functions of injured, intoxicated, or 
cpileplic individuals considered only the negative aspect of ftlnctional dis· 
integral ion, Dabrowski inttocluces the posi1ivc aspccl of disintcgraLion as A 
general clevclopmcntal principle. 
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General principles are 110L very useful if they do not spell oul specific 
factors with whith to measure their opcralion. Thus, for instance, we find 
in Piaget a mention of lack of equilibrium as a necessary aspect of de
velopment (•14), .'\ccording Lo Piaget development proceeds through Lhe 
inclusion or newly encountered aspects of reality (assimilation) and adjust
ment of ovailahle morles of functioning to concrete situ�tlions (accommoda
tion). The interplay of these two processes, more and more active as 
development goes on, is callerl equilibration. Disequilibrium ari:;cs when 
Lilesc two processes are not balancccl, Equilibration assists the organism in 
becoming integrated and adapted to objective reality. Nothing more is 
given lo make r,ossiblc an cmpiric,il grasp of thb ge11cral principle. In 
Piaget's opinion Lhe interplay of assimilalion and accommodation explains 
development. while in fart iL is only a descriptive and uncomfortably 
general principle. 

One could review and compare lhe contrasting fcalmes of equilibration 
and of positive disintegration, Dlll lhen, we would be arguing lhc merits 
and uses of different descriptive principles, similar lo Werner's dis
continuiLy, sequentiality, and differentiation, or Gescll's reciprocal in
terweaving, develoµmental direction, and individuating maturation. 

ll is nol enough, therefore, to say thal equilibrium, diffcrenlialiun, or 
positive disinlegl'ation is the prores� I.Jy which individual development m1:1y 
proceed from one level Q[ functioning to the ncxl. One must identify the 
factors involved, so that one can measure their operation quantilalively; 
one cannot mea�ure �cneral principles. F'or example, we measure tem
perature, number of cell divisions, frequency of mutation, but we do not 
measure the laws ol' thermodynamics, the powt:r of life, or the laws of 
chance. The faclors must be scparal>le from the process of development, if 
they are Lo serve in building explanatory schemata. One must, further, be 
able to show logical connections belWt!t!n different sets of measural.Jle 
factors. When these condilions rne sutbfied, a general theory can begin lo 
emerge. 

We mentioned in the beginning Lh11t development is not a function of age 
(31, 581. Gesell argued that "psychological growth, like somatic growth, is 

a rnorphogcnctir process, It produrcs proµ-rcssive organization of behavior 
forms" (20, p. 298). This, however, .still leaves open the question of what 
accounts for the enrtowme11l for de,•elopmcnt and whal accounl.5 for Je
velopinenlal continuity. Al the biological lc,·el this endowment rests in Lhe 
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genome. The expression or lhc genome, which results in Lhe conLinuity of 
individual devclopmcnl, is governed by inlricale regulation mechanisms of 
cellular diffcrenliation. AL the psychological level we need a corresponding 
conccpl simply because we arc Loo far removed from the genetic basis of 
behavior lo identify its true genetic mechanisms. Such R psychological 
concepl is our next major subject. 

C. DEVECOPMl�NT;\[,. POTENTIAL (DP)

l. De;fi11ilio11 of DP 

ln order Lo aC'<:ounl for the differences in Lhc cxtenL of development we 
introduce lite concept of the devc/op111c11ta.l polwlia/ (13, p. 31; 47). De
vclopmenlal potential is the original endowment which dclermines what 
lc,•el of dcvelopmenl a pel'son may reach if the physical and envil'onmental 
conditions arc optimal. Developmental potential has certain defining 
characteristics which allow us to rlcte,t its presence and measure ils 
strength. 

The defining characteristics of DP arc forms of overexcitability and 
drvcloprnental dynamisms. Dy1111111.is111s arc inlrapsychic processes of posi
livc disintegration which sh ape development and the expression of be
havior. Each level of development hru; a different set of dynamisms. This is 
discussed in section IV and shown in Table l and in Figure 1. For111s of 
own:.\'ritability arc modes, n1· dimensions, of mental funclioning. They are 
described in section II, D. In the simplest operational scusc DP is the sum 
of the st1·englh or dynamisms and forms of overcxcitability dctertahlc in a 
given individual. 

Table 1 is an attempt Lo show how these concepts arc relalecl. The u11pc1· 
part is labeled "DevelopmenL" lo refer Lo all tliose characteristics which arc 
observecl or inferred in the process of development. The lower part is 
labeled DP to refer to the components of the developmental polenl ial: 
namcl)1, dynamisms ancl forms of O\'crcxcitnbilily. 

The forms of ovct·cxcilai>ilily crin be observed and measured in
dependently of the contexL or development. Jn this lies their value and 
significancr as n1easural.,lc developmental propertie� which do not enter 
inLo the description of developmcnl (the dynarnisms do). When a given 

phenomenon can be nccounlcd for in Lcrms of f::ictors which are not part or 
il.s dcscriplion but whose operation can be measured quantitalivcly, then 
we arc on the wav lo cxplainin� the phe11omcnon, Thus, fol' rxamplc, we 
explain eye color in terms of pigments and genes necessa1y to make the 
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organism capable or producing Lhosc r>igmenls. Neither the genes nor lhe 
pigments enter inlo lhe description of eye color. 

ln the next Lwo sections we shall discuss developmcnLal potenlial in 
relation lo three groups of factors innuencing cicvc:lopmenl. This will allow 
us Lo examine parallels and differences with Piaget's notion of factors in 
devclopmenl. Such generalized factors, however, are subj eel Lo the same 
limitations as general principles (section ,fl, B 3). Then, Lhe nexl slep will 
be a discussion of DP as a strncture. AL tlrnt point we shall sec that we can 
dispense with the three ''factors" and proceed toward an analysis of dc
vcloprnc11L in terms of ovcrexciLahilities and dynamisms. 

2. T/,rcc Cro//J1s of Fnrtol's fllj1lle11ci11g /)r.velopmeiif 

Both Piaget (4tl) and Dabrowski \ I 3) suggest certain conditions lo be 
necessary for dc:weloprnent, such as heredity and Lhe physical and social 
environment. They call lhcsc conglomerate� of conditions "factors.'' Piaget 
adds to Lhis equilibration, while Dabrowski adds an autonomous factor. 

The Jirsl group of factors embodies the �enes and the perninncnt physical 
changes in the organism's constitmion s11th as may occur during preg
nancy, birth, or soon after. For 1hc sake or simplicity we consider only the 
changes in the physical makeup of Lhe organism (" lletcdity" ill Table J). 
The first factor thus represents innate conslitutional characteristics and 
potentialities of lhe organism. 

The second group of factors represenls all the environmental influe11ces 
and pressures which come rrom other persons individually or as social 
groups ("Environment'' in Table 1). One could venture to say, for example, 
that Lhe theories of 1 t. S. Su Iii van ai:e lo a large extent an elaboration of the 
l'Ole of the second factor in individual cicv<'lopmenl. 

The third group of factors rcpl'esents those autonomous processes which 
a person brings i .nto his clevelopmenL, such as inner connict, sclf
awareness, choice and decision in relation to personal growth, consdous 
inner psychic transformation, subject-object in oneself. When the autono
mous processes appear, self-determination becomes possible. but not be
fore. This means that an individual cai1 transcend, at least to some degree, 
the sets imposed on him by his constitution ancl by the maturational o;tagcs 
of the life t:ycle. BYen more, he ca11 transcend the limilaLiom of his social 
environment. 

Piaget (44, p. 103) also mentions three faclors in development-heredi
ty, physical environment, social environment-and adds a fourth, equili
bration. 'J'he first Lwo of Piaget's factor:; con-espond lo Dabruwski's lirst 
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factor. I Jowcver, CtJ uilibration cannot legitimately be considered a factor in 
cJcvclo1m1enl because it cannot be separated from the process of develop
ment itself. One would be making the same logical error were one to 
consider positive disintegra.Lion a developmental factor. Positive disintegra
tion is the process of development, Thus the difference between Piaget's 
theory and lhe theory of posilivc disinte,::ration lies, al the descriptive level, 
in the inclusion of an a11to110111011s factor in development. 

3. Devclo/nne11/ as a F1111c1io11 of Devclopme11tal Potential

The developmental potential docs not necessarily equip Lhc organism to 
embody in its development all three groups of faclors (see Table 1). De
velopmental processes can be limited to the first group of factors alone, or 
the first and second (4 7). 

When developmental potcnlial produces development controlled by fac
tors of the first grnup. we are dealing wiLh a psychopathic or sociopathic 
individual, indifferent to social opinion and social influence, pursuing only 
his own totally e�occntric goals. Such individual is incapable of tefiection 
on his aclions; his life is a function of externals; he uses others as objects. 
This would correspond to Kohlberg's (3.2) slages I and 2. Por instance; 
when Jimmy Hoffa described to an audience the depersonalization he 
suffered in prison, he described it only in terms of being deprived of the 
choice of haircut, clothing, and unrestricted use of his money. 

Developmental potential can produce development which is controlled 
only by factors of the first and scrond group. We observe it in individuals 
who remain in the grip of social opinion and U1eir own psychological makeup 
(e.g., social climbers, fame seekers, those who say "J was born that way" or 
'' I am the product of my past") and do not conceive of changing. External 
inllucnces from groups or individuals shape their behavior; chan�ing in-
11uences shift its patterns or altogether dcpl'ive it of any pattern. Autonomous 
developmental processes do not appear, and if they do for a brief while, they 
do not take hold. 

Developmental polential may produce development in which all three 
groups of factors come into play. The individual, by virtue of the au
tonomous component, struggle:, lo overcome his social conditioning and 
constitutional typology (e.g., l>y counteracting extreme introversion through 
development of relationships with others, 01· counteracllng extreme ex
troversion through development of Lasle fol' solitude and meditation). Such 
a per�on becomes aware of his development and his autonomous hierarchy 
of values. 
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There is Urns an impo1tant difference between the factol's of the first two 
groups anrl those of lhe third. The first two allow only for e:rte1·1t(I,/ 
motivation, while the third provides for intemal moLivation in behavior 
and development, and between the first two and Lhe third Lhcrc is conflict 
and opposition. This is another example where a question of determinants 
of behavior cannot be properly seltlcd outside the contexl of clevelopmenl 
(see section 11, A). Aggressiveness, enterprise, and leadership of "self
madc" men may often appear to spring from an internal lorns of control, 
bul more closely examined oflcn show no evidence of autonomous de
velopmental dynamisms. Such individuals may be dl'iven by a great deal of 
energy, but their motives and goals are geared lo external norms of reward 
and succe'>s. 

Developmental potential may be particularly strong when in addition to 
the autonomous factor, Lhcre are special Latents, creative abilities, and 
particular strenizlh of self-awareness and self-determination, such as man
ifested in great saints and lcaciet·s of mankind. I !ere clcvelopment is charac
terized by greal intensity and often by severe crises. I! is accelerated and 
universal, meaning that it encompasses the whole personality str11clure and 
goes in the direction of high human values and ideals which hold across 
lime and across cultures. 

4. Devclop111c11lal fotenliol as a Sln1ct111•e

Brainerd (4) defined structure as a purely logical notion thal describes 
relations between elements constituting the structure. The previous two 
sections described developmental potential as composed of three groups of 
factors, each corrcspo11ding to one of the three sets of conditions influencing 
development (see Table .I). This, of necessity, t:ncompasses such a wide 
array of conditions that it escapes empirical analysis and lhc possibility of 
defining lhc structural clements of DP. We noticed, however, lhal when 
DP is limited, development is also limilecl, and no amount of en
vironmental enrichment can transcend this limil. When DP is present in ils 
full complement, multilevel development becomes possible: i.e., a c1e
velopmenl in which autonomous inner processes become activated. What 
we call the "complement" of DP depends on which of two (lefinitions of DP 
we are applying: operational or strnclural. 

The operational definition describes DP as a sum of dynamisms and 
overexcitabilitics. fn consequence, in the course of dcvcloµment the bal
�ncc nf exrres,<;ion between dyrrnmisms flnci overcxcitabilities may change. 
However, Lhe potential, by definition, cannot change. 
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The structural definition describes DP as the original developmental 

equipment analogous to lhe biological genome. The clements of its struc
ture must, therefore, be constant. Since dynamisms change and replace 
each other i11 the course of development, we have to find elements which 

are primary to the appearance of dynamisms. 
Autonomous and accelerated development is always associated with 

multiple forms of overexcitability (11, l.3, 14). They can be detected in 
children aged 2-3 (10, J4). Tt is thus logical lo assume that they conslitute a 
major portion of the original endowment. The dynamisms �hould then be 
the derivatives of overexcitabilily (section V, D). If this is assumed l() be 
true, then the forms of ovcrcxcitability become the elements of the original 
structure of DP, Thus al the start of development DP can be equated with 
the complement of five forms of overexcitability. 

Defining DP as a structme implies that its elements are recognizable and 
measurable, and that in turn the stl'llclurc or each clement can be analyzed. 
1\ first attempt in that direction has been made in an analysis of 433 

instances or overexcitability identified in autobiographical material (46). 
Each form of overcxcitabilily appears to have a number of distinct forms of 
expression, The following section describes them in summary form. 

D, FIVI<: DIMl::NS10NS OF MENTAL FUNCTlONING 

The five forms of psychic overcxcilabilily were discovered by Dabrowski 
prior lo the formulation of bis theory. ln his 1938 paper are described 

"types of increased psychic overexdtabilily" (8). Dabrowski noticed that 
many children, adolescents, and also adults, consistently overreact to ex
ternal and internal (i.e., intrapsychic) stimuli. The important aspect of his 
observation was that while the stimuli were different, the overreacting 
appeared limited to certain dimensions. Dabrowski called this consistent 
tendency to overreact overc.�citnbilily; disti11guishing five different forms: 
psychomoLor, sensual 1 intellectual, imaginational, and emotional. 

The characlt::ristk of overcxcitability is that a wide range of stimuli Is 
converted to the dimension in which the individual is most reactive. For 
example, an individual with highly excitable imagination responds to emo
tional or intellectu,il stimuli at fust with images, fantasies, or dreams. This 

imaginal process may be converted into an emotional or ilitelleclual 
response. An indivjtlual with high pS)'Chomotor ovcrexcitability will 
respond to the same stimuli by acting out his emotional tension, or by 
immediately setting out to solve an intellectual problem by trial and error. 

In the extreme case of hypothetical individuals endowed with only one 
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form of overexcilahility their only mode of experiencing would be limited to 
this one form. A psychomotor inciividual would only know how to be 
active, a sensual one only how to seek sensory pleasure, an imaginative 
one only how to live in a worlcl o[ dreams 1 an intellectual one only how to 
apply logic, and an emotional one only how to love and worry. This 
illustration serves to show lhal the forms of overexcitability correspond lo 
certain modes, or dimensions, or mental functioning. 

The forms of overexcitahilily may be likened to channels through which 
information is flowing. The five forms function as selective channels, or 
color filters, tluough which the various external and internal stimuli reach 
the individual. Such channels determine to what stimuli anci in what way 
he is capable of responding. 

As modes of functioning, or experiencing, the five forms of over
excitability arc prcsenl in rudimentary form in every individual. If they 
are regarded I\S channels conducting information, obviou!ily lhe amount of 
information depends on lhe aperture of lhe channel. ff more than one, or 
all five channels have fairly wide apertures, then Lhe abund�ince and 
cliversi Ly of information (i.e., simultaneous experiencing in different modes) 
will inevitably 11::ad Lo dissonance, conllicl, and tension. Dissonance, con
fiicl, and tension are the substrates or the developmental process of positive 

clisinlcgralion (14). In shorL, expcricnci11g can be regarded as a kind of 
information processing. 

The development of an individual advances and accelerates toward 
extensive psychological transformation as a function of the strength of these 
five modes of experiencing. This is why they are represented in the structure of 
the developmental potential. In this sense, nnd within this framework, ov
el'excitabilily is devel opmentally significant, while plain excitability (i.e., a 
simple stimulus-response reaction) is not. 

The pa1tic11lar interpretation given lo these five dimensions rcq11ires a 
closHr definition. Tbe following vignettes of the five forms are based on the 
original description by Dabrowski (10) and on the autobiographical mate
rial analyzed by Piechowski (46). 

l. Psyc/1011to/.01· 

Psychomolor ovcrcxcilability appears lo be a function of an organic 
excess of energy, or simply of an excessive excitability of the neuromuscular 
system. IL manifests itself, for example, in rapid talk, violent games, 
intense athletic activities, pressure for action (typical, for inslance, of 
delinquent behavior). 1!:nhanced t1C11romusrnlnr excitability faciliLales 
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transfet' of emotional tension to psychomotor forms of expression. J.:l:mo
tional cxcit.ement or distress is converted into gestic11Iation, pacing, throw

ing object:., wanuerll1st 1 rapid talk, chain smoking. 

2. Srn.wal

Sensual overcxcitability appears to be a function or heightened experienc

ing of sensory nleasurc, which may be manifested as a need for comfort, 
luxury, stereotyped or refined beauty, fashions, variety of sexual ex

periences, numerous but superficial relationships with others. Overeating 
or excessive sexual stimulation are the most common examples of transfer 
of emotional teni;ion to sensual forms of expression. 

J. lmrtgi11utional

lmaginational ovcrexcitability in its "pure" form manifests itself through 
rich association of images and impressions, inventiveness, use of image m1d 
melaphor in verbal expression, strong and sharp vis11alization. In its less 
pure form, emotional tension is transferred to dreams, nightmares, mixing 
of truth and fiction, fears of the unknown, or vividly visualized emissaries 
of fear. 

4. fntetlec/unl

Intellectual overexcilability is manifested in the persistence to ask prob

ing questions, avidity for knowledge, analysis, theoretical thinking, rever
ence for logic, prC(lCC11pation with theoretical problems. Intellectual over
excitability, in contrast to the first three forms, does not manifest the 
transfer of emot ional tension to intellectual a.clivily under distinct forms. 
When intellectual and emotional process of high intensity occur together, it 
always seems possible lo separate the intellectual Crom the emotional com

ponent. 

5. E111otio110/

Emotional overexcitability is a function of experiencing emotional re

lationships. The relationships can manifest as strong attachment LO per
sons, li\'ing things, or places. From I.he point of view presented here 
intensity of feelings and display of emotions alone arc not ueveloprnentally 

significant unless the experiential aspect of relationship is present. This 
distinction is very important. For example, when a child is refused candy 
he may Lhrow a lemper tantrum to show his anger. Or. he may )!D a.way 
sad thinking he is not loved. ln the first case we have only a dbplay of 
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emotion, in the second a. relationship. The manifestations of emotional 
ovcrexcitability include inhibit ion (timidity and shyness), excitalion (en• 
thusiasm), strong affective memory, concern with death, fears, anxieties, 
depressions, feelings of loneliness, need for security, concern for others, 
exclusive rclalionships, difficulties of adjustment to new environments. 
Relationships or friendship and love are develoµecl usually with very few 
persons, and in rxtrcmc cases will1 only one. For an "emo
t'ional" person, as defined here, such exclusive relationships may he the 
only source of meaning in lif'c. 

Developmental potential is strongest if all, or almost all, forms of over
excitability are present. The three forms, inlellectual, imaginational, and 
emotional, are essential if a high level of development is to resull (14). The 
highest level of development is possible ohly if the emolional form is the 
strongest, or at least no less strong than the other forms. Great strength of 
the psychomotor and the sensual forms limits development to the IO\.Vcst 
levels only (sec 'Table 1). 

Differences .in the strength, quality, and balance of different assortments 
of ovcrcxcitabllitics account for forms of dcvclopmenl which appear nam
boyanl and abundantly creative (e.g., some painters, aclors, film makers), 
but which sometimes do not extend bcyot)d level II. In sqch cases ov

crcxcitability may appear abundant and rich, yet it may lack the particular 
emotional and cogn itive components which arc necessary fol' the profound 
transformation that opens 101.vard a multilevel phase of development. Here, 
a closer analysis should eventually reveal those expressions which arc 
crucial for development lo proceed beyond unilcvcl disintegration. 

The fivr. forms of ovcrexcilability undergo extensive differentiation in the 
course of development. As shown in Table 1 the lhree forms, imagillation
al, inlellcctual, and emolional are essential for the formation of autono
mous devclopmcnlal processes. The autonomous processes arc represented by 
multilevel dynamisms. These arc the processes in which the individual begins 
consciously Lo parlicipate and direct his own development. These processes 
depend on the presence, early in development, of the thrce essential forms of 
ovcrcxcitability. Thus we achieve a resolution for at least one of Lhc three 
generalized grnups of factors in development. The third group of  factors can 
now be equate:(') with mullilevel dynamisms and tbe three forn1s of ov
erexcitability. 

'!'he forms of overcxcitability and the dynamisms are regarded as the 
moving forces of development: overexcilability being the original equip-
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menl, and dynamisms the propellant derivatives. ff the forms of ov

erexcitability and tl,e dynamisms actually are the only significant forces of 
development, then the assessment of their strength should yield an assesment 
or the strength of tJ,e developmental potential (section V). 

E. LEV1'LS OF DEVELOPMENT

Even though the appeal'ance o f  new structures and constell:'llions of func
tions gives it a disconlin uous pattern (5 7), development is a continuous 
process. The levels of development Lhl'ough posilive disintegration are struc
tural conceptualizalions serving lo identify lhc types of processes involved: 
integration and unilevel or multilevel disintegration. The concept of level 
means here a characteristic constellation of intrapsychic dynamisms already 
mentioned in section II, C I and described in detail elsewhere (I 5, 17). 

A level is a distinct identifiable developmental slrucLure, unlike a stage 
which may be merely a segment in a temporal sequence. Tims when we use 
the expression, "a level is a tlained," it means tha.t the structure of a lower 
level is replaced by the structure of a higher one. 

Herc again, Lhe use of I he expression, "transition from one level lo 
another/' is colloquially convenient but inri.ccurale. In the process of de

vclopmenl lhc structures of lwo or even three contiguous levels may exist 
side by side, although it must be understood lhat they exist in conflict. The 
conflict is resolved and the 11 transition" accomplished when one of the 
structures is either eliminated, or comes under complete control of the 
structure of another level. 

Development doc not occm al an even pace. There are periods of great 
intensity and d isequilibrium (psychoneuroses, depression, creative process), 
and there are periods of equilibrium. Development achieves a plateau, and 
this may occur at any level or "between" levels, when the dynamisms are 
aclive in controlling behavior but do not carry on a further transformation 
and reslruduring. This may rlenole pai·tiul i11tegl'f1/,io11. But the more de

velopment is advancer! (i.e., lhe higher the level it reaches), lhe less possible 

it is for it lo slacken off and cease to carry on the process of intrapsychic 
transformation. This is one reason why such arlvanced development was 

called accelerated ( 13). Here acceleration does not denote a rate of change 
toward completion bul ralher Urn greatest extent and depth of the transforma
tion of personality structure. 

The theory of positive disintegration defines five levels of devt:lopment 
which we shall dcsi;ril.Je in Lum. The levels and their defining characteri�tics 
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(i.e., dynamisms) are shown in Pigure I. The dynamisms al'e listed in groups 
specific for a given level. The group labeled "C" incllldes those dynatnisms 
whose activity develops and exlends over several levels. 

l. Level I: Pri111ai·y /11/egralion

Primary integration is the least differentiated level of development. This is 
depicted in lhe first vertical column of figllre l. We noLC Lhe absence of 
developmental dynamisms. ln Lhe broadesl sense primary integration is an 
organization existing prior to development (i.e., prior to a restl'ucturing of the 
emotional and cognitive orga11izalion). It is characterized by externality, rigid
ity, lack of emotional relationships with others (othet·s are trealecl as tl1 ings), 
instrumcntali Ly of intelligence (al.Jsencc of rcneclion), absence of internal con
flicts but occurrence of external conllict.s. Behavior is oriented toward the 
satisfaction of basic needs and is in all its aspects egocentric, such as sll'iving 
for positions of recognition and power. 

2. Level II: Unilevel Disi11tegvutiu11

Unilevcl disintegration denotes a radical departure from lhe cohesive undif
ferentiated structure of primary integration (second vertical column of Figure 
1 ). Externality is still very strong but lherc are deviations from ilj rigirlily is 

replaced by hesitation, doubt, wavering attitudes, and changing likes and 
dislikes. Emotional relationships with others exist but may have emotional 
components lo excess (e.g., ovcrdcpendence on at.hers, jcalou�). Patterns of 
thought arc often circular, although Liley may appear sophisticated. Internal 
conflicts appem bul are often more readily resolved liy chance or superficial 
consi(leralions than by internal struggle. When internal conflicts are severe, 
they lack the crucial possibil.ity of development.al resolution. Behaviot· is 
essen tially disoriented and confot·ming to external standards. It follows 
changing fads, ideologies, and leaders with liLLlc evaluation. When beh�wior 
is nonconforming, even rebellious, it is sLill without direclion here-it is not 
based on autonomously developed pi-inciples. Because of the general loose
ness and lack of hierarchical slructllre at this level of development, it can 
result in the most severe mental disorders: psychosis, <;chizophrcnia, (lhobias, 
psychosomatic disorders, alcoholism, or drug addiction. 

3. Le·uel I II: Spo11/a11eo11s M11/tilevel Disint11gmtio11

Spontaneous multilevel disintcRration is characterized by an extensive 
differentiation of psychologica l structures and functions (t.hird vertical col
umn of Figllt·e I). Internal experiential processes IJegin to inlluence be-
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cognitive and emotional life: "what is" against "what ought lo be." Be
havio1· is guided by an emerging autonomous, emotionally discovered 
hierarchy of values and aims. Self-cvalualion, reflection, intense mor<1I 
conflicts, perception or the uniqueness of otlic1·s1 and existential anxiety are 
among the characteristic µhenomcna al this level of development. Outside 
of a developmental framework such reactions are considered psychoneuro
tic. To uncover U1e developmental multilevel nature of rnusl psychoncuro
tic processes constitutes the major thrust of the clinical part of Dabrowski's 
work, as well as of his efforts lo show that processes of the same nalurc 
operate in the development of t:reativc personalities (l l, 14). 

4. Level 1 II: Orgnnized M11llilevel Disi11lcgmtio1t

Since level lV is also a lticrarchical structure, and a further elaboration 
of U1al of level Ill, Lhis accounts for overlaps between the Lwo levels 
(Figure 1). But the distinguishing feature of level TV is conscious formation 
and synthesis-a directed and self-determined organizaLion of develop
ment. In contrast to the spontaneity of level Ill, lhe establishment of an 
internal hieral'chy occurs al level IV consciously. While tensions and con
flicts arc not us strong as at level Ill, autonomy and the internal h ierarclty 
of vaJ ues and aims are much stronger and much more clearly developed. 
Behavior tends Loward sclf-perfeclion and service to others. 

5. Level II: Seco11da1·.v In/.egMI io11

Secondary integration represents the highest level of development. .'\l 
this level the process of developmental synthesis leads to a harmonious 
unity as a funcllon of the "fullest dynamization of Lhc ideal" (15). Those 
whn achieve it epitomize universal compassion and self-sacrifice. There arc 
no internal conflicts at this level, in the sense of opposiLion between "what 
is" and "whal ought to be." Developmenlal diffcrcntialion reaches here its 
full fruilion. The lower "what is" is replacccl by Lhc "ought" of the highest 
level, which thus becomes the new and ultimale 11 whal is.'' The internal 
split disappears, but without il the ultimate synthesis should not have been 
possible. 

There is something of a paradox here. In evolutionaty developmenl we 
observe increasing differentiation from Lhe simple to t.hc complex. But the 
harmony anc..l the unity of cognitive and em()Lional functioning postulated 
for this level and resulting in a synthesis of most, if not all, previously 
differentiated dcveloprnental proces�es into one-personalily ideal-is, 
perhaps, a novel phenomenon in psychobiological evolution. IL presents a 
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kind of dcdifferentiation which, nevertheless, does not descend toward 
more automatic functioning, ralhrr, it insures a more deliberate one, en
dowed with greater freedom and Oexibility. 

F. ON TflE NONEQUIVALl�NCE OF SAME LEVEL S'1'1WCTURES

The developmental sequences of positive disintegration arc nonontogcnc
lic. They are measured in terms of levels produced in the course of 
development with no distinct time schedule just as the process of evulutio11 
has none. The levels of development arc, therefore, a 11ono11toge11elir 
wvo/111 ionory scale. J\n individual developmental sequence may cover part 
of this scale, l>ul none can cover its full extcnl. The hierarchy of levels of 
integration and disinte�ralion serves as a chart on which individual de
velopmental seq uenccs can l,e maµped. 

Since the exlen t of developmental progressions is a function of DI', one: 
may ask whether a developmental sequence limiter! to level I, and a 
sequence extending to level 11, and one covering I, 11 and JTI, all produce 
comparable level I struclures. The answer is no. Reference to Table I and 
Figure 1 shows lhal the com11osition of DP necessary lo produce level IT or 
Ill is strikingly different from Lhat which limits development to level I 
only. The difference in DP for development nol reaching beyond level lI 
and for development exlending as far as level Tfl and beyond lies in the 
difference in strength of three forms of overexcilability: namely, im
aginational, intellectual, and c:moLional. These three forms, and especially 
lhe emotional one, arc necessary for the appearance of multilevel processes. 
Whether these three forms suffice to give rise to mullilevcl processes is a 
different question, a11d one lo wli kb we do 11ot know Lhc answer. 

A strong developmental potential will manifest multilevel components 
alrcarly in childhood (14,). In consequence, the developmental path of a 
person so endowed rrom U1c start cannot at any time be totally limited Lo 
primary integration. One could say, of course, that the prriod of infancy is 
one of primary integration (11, p. 97). However, we cannot al that lime 
identify all the components of the DP, which we can do more easily when 
the cllilcl begins to speak in sentences. By that Lime we can attempt to 
establish whether the developmental trend is inLcgrative or disintegrative. 
Perhaps it would be worthwhile Lo indicate that a neurological examination 
developed by Dabrowski t l8) docs offer some suggestions for possible 
avenues of exploration of indicators of developmental potential in infancy. 

A weak developmental potential will limi1 clc\'elopmenl Lo primary in
tegration and unilcveJ disintegration. However, if the potential for cxtcn-
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sivc unilcvel disintegration is prcscnl, it will manifest early-for instance, in 
fot·ms of psychosomatic labilily (14). This means that if lhe potcnlial lo 
proceed beyond primary integration is present, the development can never 
be limited totally to primary integration. The nuclei of disintegration must 
be presenL from the slarl. What is more, Lhey will differ in the balance of 
unilevel and mulLilevcl potentialities. 

C. T11E RoLJ� AND TJ-IB NATURE l''JF CON"r1...1cT TN Dc:vELOPMr�NT

The richer the develbpmcntal potential, lhe greater number and variety 
of conOicting a11d mutually opposing elements are brought into play, and 
the more disequilibrium is produced. Thal disequilibrium may be a neces
sary clynamic of development begins to be gradually recognized (44, chap
ter 4; 34), but there is still a lon14 way to recognizing tlic conflirt's develop
mental power. The nature and the ex'.lenl of conflict as a developmental 
process has not been specified exceµt foi· some aspects of cognitive de
velopment (S5). 

In the theory of positive disintegration a 11wltilevel emolional co11Jlict or 
a multilevel cmotio11al-rogJ1il.iv1; conflicL is the sine q11a 11011 dynamic of 

development. Earlier (section II, B) it was said thal internal conflict 
becomes a controlling factor in the opposition between lower automatic 

(impulsive) levels of functioning and higher deliberate (reflective) ones. 
If we examine the forms of overcxcitability, we can sec lhal they are a 

conl1ict-gcncra1 ing substrate. Strong emotional and strong in lellectual over
excitability lead to a powerful conAict between a personal, feeling, and 
relationship-orienLed intuitive approach lo life and an approach which is 
probing, analytical, and logical. Inevitably the two will clash many times 
in 1hc course of development before a resolution of the basic cont1ict is 
achieved. Ir strong imaginalional o,·crexcilabilily comes into play, the 
conflict spreads even further. When sensual ove1·excitabilily rnlcrs the 
picture, conflicts arise between pleasure-orientation, which even in its 
refined aesthetic form louche5 only the surface of experience, and the mort' 
rigorous and profound demands of empathy, self-denial, moral principle, 
and need for self-perfection. There may lie violent and enduring connict 
between lower needs of comfo1·t and sensual satisfaction and Lin: l t igh t: r 
needs of reflection, solitude, and attenuation of sensual desires, now re
garded as interference. 

Other constellations or traits, such as mixturr of cxlraversion and in
troversion, or the opposition of impulsi\'e and careless vs. deli berate and 
lhoughtJul behavior, are the seeds of many conflicts. Together with dif-
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fcrcnt forms ur ovcrexcilability, lhe conflicts sooner or later become mul
Lilevel (i.e., between ''what is'' against "what ought to be"). The 
dynamisms of level III, listed 111 Figure 1, receive their names from dif
ferent lypes of cog11Wve (astonishme11l, positive maladjustment) and emo
tional conflicts (shame, guilt, disquietude, inferiority, dissatisfaction). The 
dynamisms of level IT arc named for conflicling nuclual-ions of feelings 
(ambivalences) and actions (ambitendencies). The intensity of conflicl� re
necls Lhe strength of these oynamis111s, bul the strength of development 
depends on Lhe greater strength of the multilevel ones. 

l l. ON or11E NoNDERlVAJ31Ll'l'V or MuT.TJLEVEL
FROM UN!LE\/1':l� STRUCTURE 

The sLruclure of unilevel disinlegralion and the structure of multilevel 
disintegration arc entirely different. ln unilevel disintegration conflicts arc 
horizontal, the opposing tendencies of equal value; everything is relaLivc, 
arbitrary, governed by moment and circumstance. In multilevel disintegra
tion Lhc conflicts arc vertical, the opposing tendencies of lower and higher 
value ("what is' 1 and ''what ought to be"): relativism and chance yield to a 
developmental hierarchy of autonomous d.ireclion and autonomous choice. 

The Lwo slruclut·es appear lo have nothing in common. Consequently, 
there is no way in which lo produce a mullilevel structure out of all 
possible unilevel ones. Unilevel times 11nilcvcl Limes unilevcl remains un• 
ilevcl just as unilevcl superimposed on unilevel remains unilcvel. On the 
other hand, once a multilevel structure appears in the form of a strong 
multilevel connicl, which means that Lhe activity of multilevel dynamisms 
as determinants of behavior is strongly registered, il cannot be collapsed 
back to a uni level strnclure. The I ransition from a uni level to a multilevel 
phase of development is boLh the most crncial and lhe most unexpected 
developmental event. It can be observed in sla/,H nasce1uli (section III, C., 
response unit no. 80), yel it cannot be readily explained. 

One can think of integration and disinLegralion as opposite poles of a 
continuum between maximum of structure and total lack of structure. This 
gets us only as far as unilcvel disintegration, which, in fact, ma)' be 
temporary and may ri.:vert back to primary intrgration. However, unilevel 
and multilevel disintegration cannol be thought of as opposite poles of a 
continuum. The unrelatedncss of these two types of structure contradicts the 
expt:ctations of some theoreticians that lower levels of organization logically 
imply the higher ones (35, p. 168; 45) 01· thal Lo stt1dy develoµmenLone has lo 
have a concept ion of its end state (36, p. 735). Jndced 1 one mi�ht well ask how 
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is a butterfly lo1;ically implied in the lal'va, or a complete virus in Lhe unassem
bled mixture of proteins and nucleic acids. Similarly, noL11ing in the uni level 
structure can imply a level hierarchy uecause multilevelness, by definition, is 
already hierarchical and multilevel. Therefore, it follows logically Lhal the 
potential for multilevel developmenL must exist already in the original en
dowment: i.e. in the developmental potential (Section II, f). 

l. APER�U 

The significance and the originalily of the theory of positive disintegra
tion does nut lie, as it is often believed (1, p. 103; .1; 23; 41; 52) in 
introducing the idea of disintegration as a positive developmental process. 
Understandably, this aspect of the theory is most important for clinical 
psyrhology, psychiatry, and education. Nevertheless, the significance and 
originality of Dabrowski's theory lie in its concepts of developmental struc
tures, developmental potential, and the characteristics by which they can 
be detected a11d mrasmcd. 

The concepts of unilevel and mullilevel slrncturcs of behavior and de
velopment arc entirely novel. These structures are recognized by the pres
ence or absence of characteristic processes or operations called 
dynamisms. Integration is interpreted in a new way. Primary integration is 

equated with the absence of developmental dynamisms, hence with ab
sence of development. s�ondary integration is the culminalion of de
velopment but nol its cessation. Rather, it is the synthesis and unification 
of all developmental processes. Anu iL does have a prominent dynamism by 
which it is unfailingly l'ecognizcd-pcrsonality ideal. With a clrnractcrislic 
constcllalion of dynamisms being specified for each level of development 
one has a well defined basis for dif

f

ercnlial inlerlevel diaAnosis ( 15). 
The concept of developmental potential is introduced out of logical 

necessity to accol111t for individual differences in the <'xtent or dcvclopmcnl. 
This concept is not offered as an abstraclion, however elegant, but is 
associated with observable traits-the five forms of overexcitabilily and 
their clcrivalivcs-lhe dynamisms-which allow one lo assess its composi
tion a11d strength. These traits are the key to and explanation of develop
ment through posiLivc disimegratlon. 

We shall now turn to the research and procedures which furnished the 
means of testing some of tht! l'eatures of the theory, in this case, (a) the 
constellations of dynamisms al each level or development, (b) Lhc op
erational definition for the developmental potential (/JP - (l ;- oe), a1,rl (cl 
lhe constancy of DP.



HI. METHODS AND SOURCES OF D/\'r/\ 

ll1S'l'ORICAI. BACJ<GllOUNO 

Dabrowski developed his theory over a. periorl of nwny years beginning 
in the late thirLies (7, 8). The concept or 11 Positive Disintegration as a Stage 
in the Development of the lncJividual' 1 wali rrnblished in 1949. The theory 
was fully formulated in the early fifties, bul the book enLitlud "Positive 
Disintegration" had to wail a number of years before its publication was 
permitted in 1964. The same yea1· a short introductory outline aµpeared in 
English. 

The invasion of Poland in 19.39 eliminated the possibility of any research 
or publication during the war. 'fhc postwar conditions, initially very dif
ficult because of the devastation of the country and irreparable losses in 
highly ecJucated and trained cndt·c, improved briefly only to deteriorate 
again because of political changes and pressures. In consequence, systema
tic research lo Lesl the developmental parndigm of the I heory wa,s not 
possible until 1969 when Canada Council awarded a three-year g1·ant tu 
Dr. Dabrowski, who al the time was a member of the Department of 
Psychology al the Uni\'ersity of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta. The em
pirical studies described here rchite a portion of the results of Lhal lhree
year rcscarc h period. 

1n 1969 the constructs of developmental dynamisms and levels existed 
only in Dabruwski's clescription. One of the goals of the research was lo 
relaLt the conceptual categories of the theory Lo verbally expresseci be
havior. To do this self-reports of subjects were submilted to complete 
analysis rather than beinf.( scrutinized only for tynical expressions corres
ponding to the theuretical categories. Only in this way could one hope to 
demonstrnle how to recognize a given dynamism or level of functioning in 
a variety of behavioral expressions. 

The primary Lhrusl of the research w.is to develop several separate 
methods of developrnenlal analysi.s. The following methocls were incluclc<l: 
neurological examination, clinical inten·iew, W1::chsler Adult lnLClligence 
Scale, and the autobiographical essays. The empirical Lesls or lhc theory tn 
be described in tlte following sections r1rc ,, byproduct or Lhi� melhodolo�i
cal effort. In other words, lhc research was not originally designed Lo 
produce them. Rather, the attempt lo carry oul n complete developmental 
anul�1sis generated data from which three tests of the theory were derived 
later. 
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subjects one was a high school sLudent, the others were university students. 
Save one, they were 1101. majoring in psychology. 

A seventh example is Saint-Exupcry, the author of "The Little Prince." 
Among lhe 81 obtained aulobiographies not one appeared lo represent a 
full level I\' which crealcrl the necessity of exploring other sources, espe

cially writers, to insure availabiliLy of malerial containing direct verbal 
expressions or a person's mode of mental functioning. Dr. Dabrowski had 
chosen SainL-Exupery. A limitation of this choice is the lack of an au
tobiography or a diary, but Saint-Exupery's notebooks, letters to his 
mother, and his wdtings contain ample autobiographical material. 

The selection of muterial was 11ot random because persons at higher 
levels of development arc less frequent in the population than persons at 
lowe,· levels, a fact well established by other researchers using uther mul
tilevel approaches (33, 38). The aim was, therefore, to have each level of 
ch.::velopment represented at least approximately. In addition, the length 
and Lhe richness of rcporled life history were also an important criterion in 
I he selection. The selection was made by Dr. Dabrowski and his col
lauoralors in Edmonton indepcntlent of the present task of developing a 
detailed analysis of the essay material. 

The material from the six subjects plus Saint-Exupery constitutes seven 

separate sources of developmental data. Each source reflects a certain 
pallcrn of development, not t1nlil<e a geological cross-section through many 
layers of accumulated dcposil�. Herc the deposits arc memories, pen:cplions, 
emotional conflicts, dr1::ams, valu1::s, etc. Each source, depending units rich
ness and period of evolution, provides data which cover a lesser or greater part 
of the lheorctical picture of development through positive disinlegration. 

Il might not be out or place lo point out thut these arc not <:rise studies. 
Rather, they arc examples of different patterns and levels or de\'elopment. 
Several other cases would have ser\'erl this purpose equally well provirlerl 
they too were widely spaced on the dc\'elopmelllal scale. The six exaniplcs 
were nol analyzed to uncover their uniqueness, or show how the thco1y 

applies as one does in a case study (50), but lo develop and demonstrate a 
de,·elonrncntal analysis. Thus cad, ease i� a separate source of data and a 
partial lest of the thcoretiral paradigm. 

C, RATING PLWCEDUlt.1!: 

In order to analyze the essay material a simple proccclurc was applied. 
The pruccd u re rests OJI the idea that one should !Jc ;1 blc Lo rcrogn izc 
developmental variables in the manner a person relates tu his own ex-
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pcrience. The content of the experience, therefore, is not critical, but the 
manner in which a person experiences hi!. life, is. The selectivity or the 
subject's memory aicls us in identifying those ciynamic factors which 
played, or still play, a vital role in a person's organization of his experience. 

The material of each autobiography and verbal response was divided 
into small sections, or response uni t.s. The smallest amount of text, a 
sentence, 01· several sentences, which could stand out of context and remain 
intelligible, was designated a res/)011u 1111i/, (see Figure 2). 

The number of response units, rather than the number of subjects, 
constitutes the proper N in Lhis study, because each response unit is a 
sampling event in which the theoretical categories arc measured. Our N is 
equal to a total of 866 response units. 

Each response unit was rated in the following manner. First, an attemf)l 
wa:; made lo establis11 whether the expressed content was a manifestation 
of one of the developmental dynamisms (Figure 1). In some cases more 
than one dynamism was iclenlificd in a given unit. Tr no dynamism was 
irlentificd, an atlemµl was made lo establish wh�1t aspect of behavior the 
expressed content reµresented; e.g., sadness, joy, anger, fear, self
prescrvalion, emotional lies, sexual I.Jehavior, elc. These arc called "func
tions." NexL, the response unit was assigned a level value in keeping wllh 
the descripliom of dynamism and definitions of levels (13, 15, 17), The 
level value is a choice out of nine possible: five levels, T, TI, HI, rv, and V, 
and four dcmilcvels, J.JJ, 11-111, llf.(V, and JV-V. When this was finished 
lhc material was l'eevalw1led foi· the presence of forms of ovcrexcitabilily. 
Each 1·csponsc unit in the material from each subject was exami11ed for the 
manifestation or one, or in some instances more than one, of the five forms 
of overexcilability. 

Rating for overe ·citability came into lite picture somewhat late: i.e., 
after the first two or three cases were rated. As it turned out it was 
virtually impossible to rate a response unil simultaneously for dynamisms 

and overexcilability because of esscnlial differences in Lhesc conceptual 
categories. 

The lack of a clrar-cut distinction between excitability and over
cxcllabillty poses a problem. O\'ercxci1ahility mean· that the response 
exceeds the stimulus inpul. However, in material which is a written self· 
disclosure, one has no way of evaluating the strength of the stimulus. 

One can bypass this problem by using the model of the fa·e forms of 
overcxcitabilily as dimensions of mental functioning (Section 11, 0). The 
model is appli1�d as follows. ln a 1·esponsc unit wr look for expressions 
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representing any one or the five dimensions without regard lo I he relative 
st1·cngth of lhe expression. r,·or instance, ir a subject reports a dream, then 
the very occurrence of the dream is counled as one instance of im-
11ginalional overexciLability without regard to content, or its impact on the 
dreamer. 1f the subject reports the conlenl of the dream, for instance one in 
which he is rejected by a beloved person, then we count the dream also as 
an instance of �motional ovcrcxcitabilily because its content reflects the 
experiential dimension of relationship with another person. Thus Lhc fre
quency of occunence of a given form of ovcrcxcitabilily was taken as a 
reflection of the sLrengLh of a given dimension of mental functioning. 

The criteria underlying bolli the identification and the numerical val uc 
assigned to each raling al'c explained elsewhere (l 8). They are discussed 
briefly at the end of the next section on reliability. 

The following is an unabridged excerpt from a response to the stimulus 
Anxiety (later l'eplaced by Unc:ertainty) by subject no. 3. The slashes 
indicate division into response units, numbered consecutively. 

''In the world of images ... ./Anxiety can overcome a person somewhat 
like a sudden ft>g. It slows one down, it makes it awkward to go about 
one's business normally./1761 

"/Or from a grassy area one suddenly steps out into a muddy clay-like 
substance. Each step becomes more dif

f
icult, all becomes awkwai·d./1771 /0r 

a steel reinforced brick wall. You are surrounded, can'tescape, but there is 
a couch. How comfortable to lie down here and to go Lo sleep, to forget 
about Lhe wall./1781 /Or like being caught in a room with creepy, slimy, 
green ghost-like whiny creatures, screaming at you-fear-rear-fear, com
ing clo£.cr and closer, all phantoms of course, but still ... /1791

•'Shall I go on? Yes, /the image of my anxiety has changed. IL is now a 
\/Cl)' high open iron fence. But as I walk toward it, there is to be seen a 
world beyond, and I have learned to touch the fence that it mclLs down and 
J can step beyond. "/111111

The imagery is an expression of imaginational overexcilability. In the 
Jive response units we have five instances of imaginalional overcxcitability. 
Units no. ?6-79 were rated as Fear, one of the many forms of behavior, or 
"functions" described by Dabro\.vski (15) at each of the five levels of 
development. The content of response unit no. 80 reflects perceptive self
analysis (designated Subject-object in oneself) and a proc�ss of develop
mental change (designated Tnner psychic transformaLion). The fear is ov
ercome, the unassailable wall replaced by a fence which not only permits lo 
see ahead but which the narrator has learned to transcend. 
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The level rulings for these unil'i are li for nos. 76-79 and II-Ill for no. 
80. The "no-exit" experience is cha1·acL�ristic of unilevel disintegration.
Seeing beyond and moving past the barriers of present limitations indicate
transilion toward a multilevel developmental proct:ss.

Figure 2 gi vcs further examples to make clear the steps of the rating 
procedure as il appears in the complete report (18). The (irst example is an 
expression of absence of inner conflict, a character istic of prima1y integra
tion, or level I. The second example, already discussed above, is an 
expression of dircctionless anxiely. Lack of a sense of direction and general 
disorientation arc characteristics of tmilevel disintegration, or level 11. Ju 
the third example·thcre arc hierarchical, or multilevel, elements of sadness 
expressed as a simultaneous exµericnce of sadness and joy. This is also an 
instance of emolional overexcitability registered somntically ("lump in my 
throat"). The fou1·Lh example is a manifestation of the dynamism of in
feriority toward oneself. Because of lhe expression of existenlial despair, it 
is also an inslanre of emotional ovcrrxc:ilahility, the despair resulting from 
Lhe awareness of loss of relationship with Lhe rest of mankind. The fifth 
example is an expression of the self-preservation aspect of b�havior (self. 
preservation function) and t.he rlynamism authentism, both al a vcty high 
level ur development. 

The assignment of a dynamism or form of overexcitability to u response 
unit is called a rating. There are four rating categories. The total number 
of ratings is b = D + P 1- F +- OE, where D is the number of times 
dynamisms are ldentiJied, P =- dynamism precursors, fi' = functions, and 
OE = forms of O\'Crexcilability. Prec11rsors are expressions related to a 
given dynamism but suggesting no more than its initial or weak manifesta
tion. F1111clio11s arc forms of bd1avior, such as self-prcservalion, sadness, 
joy, laughler, sexual behavior. While functions appear al all five levels of 
development, their cxpres�ion is determined al each level by a diffcre11t set 
of dynamisms (15). 

Each response unit is given one, or more lhan one rating, rn the first 
example we had only one rating, in the other four, lwo ratings per response 
unit. This, then, is the frequency of appearance of different theoretical 
calegories per response unil. H we average it over ll1c lolal l1rnlerial from a 
given subject, we obtain a ratio. This ratio, called lhc yield coefficient Y, is 
a useful conslant, which appears in an equation for the developmental 
potential (section V, A). 

We define I' = b/r, where b is the total number of ratings, nnd o is the 
total number of response units in the matei·ial from a given subject. TIie 
coefficient l' is a conslanl charnclcristic fOI' a gi \'Cll source of dala. To 



i. 

II rarely think of inner corifllct in relation 10 
myself.I 42

(Subject no. I, response unit 42) 

2. 

/ Anxiety can overcome a person somewhat I lke 

a sudden tog. It slows one down, it makes It 

awkward lo go about one's business normally.; 76 

(Subject no. 3, response unit 76) 

3. 

/It was my first feeling of sadness and joy mixed 

together and It made a lump In my throat.1 15 

(Subject no. 6, response unit 15) 

4. 

/To get back lo my recent attempt al suicide I took 

310 mg. of librlum which I figured would do me In 

but good but I woke up 15 hours later re ling high. 

I did this because I felt us,eless as a person In the 

wor Id and that I would make no d I fference In the 

world even ff I was perfect.1 101 

(Subject no. 5, response unit 101') 

5. 

/Everyone I love and believe In Impels me to fight. 
I cannot stand aside. Get me assigned to a fighter 
squadron as soon as posslble.1 98 

(Salnt-Exupery, response unit 98) 
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ill 1stral : if, f r in lance, all five exa.rnpl quot cl abov w te taken fr m 
one ourc , then we would hav, n == 5 Ii = 9 1 and 1' = I. 0. Y ma b 
interr r Led a refl ting th extent lo which development is differentiat d: 
i.e., th xtent lo whi h lh �ubj t' r portag of his m-morie and 
experien manife· • a ri hness of b havioral ategoric and dim nsions. 
In Lhe ca. of a low I el of dev lopm nt the coefficient is low be aus 
ther had be n 1 ittle clifferenliation and for lhi · reason f w r dimensions of 
behavior ame into play; c p ·cially, there is la I of mullipl forms of 
over •x ·itability. 

As shown in Table 2 lhe coeffi ient 1' cloe. not appear to d p nd on ,'Lgc 

or inteHigen e, Tn parli ular, subj cts no. 2 and 3 pt·ovided material of 
similar length (96 vs. 112 units , but their Y o fflcienls are strikingly 
different (1.22 vs. l.73). •urthcrmore subject no. 2 has hi,.her IQ than 
subj cl no. 3 (129 v. I t7), or subject no. 5 (IQ 108). omparing ubje·ts 
no. 5 and 6 "hows again gr al differ nces in IQ (108 vs. 140) blll litll 
diffcren c in Lhr amount of material and no difference in the value of V. ll 
m y, ther fore, b safe to a.5sume thal th alue of l is n t a fun ti n f 
age or intelligence. 

D. THE ES'l'ION Of' RELIA13H,ITY 

In any tu • oI asel of variables r lated to human behavi r th qu ·tion 
of t'iiability of l>tained results is irnrnecliat ly raised. In the studies d -
scribed h r it i too early to attack lhi question. W an only rcporl, as 

shown in Tabl ·s 2 and 3, that th internal consi ten y of the raling pr s 
was v ry high, being .97 for th ocf:fici nt l' and .94 f r DP.

To I e 1in wilh, Ui number of rating categories i · very great. For 'VCl. 
1·e pon u11it th re arc .30 dynami ms lo choose from. A number of other 
cat gori · wer· al o u ec.l: uainely, pxecur 01" of dynamism, fun·tions, and 
form� of ovei-excitaulity. 1 In addition, ea h re. J onse unit is assigned a lev ·I 
value, a hoic of l, II, III, IV, 1· V, or f one of the int rm diat vatu, 
I-II, II-Ill, III-IV, or IV- . Thus, for inslanc , a I vel TV d namism may
be rat d at a valu of Il-IU (or 2 .5), TII (or 3.0), III-IV (or .3.5), and so on.
In Figure (se ection IV, B) are entered only tho e dynami:m ralin s
who e valu is not low r than .5 fr,orn the proper level designation. This
rneans that a 1 veJ TV clynami m rat d less than .3. 5 was not entered into
l"igllr . u h lower ratings of dynamisms w re labeled 1'pre ursors.' For
in Lane , in the example of response unit no. 80 of subj t no. 3 given ln

1 Th raling prjjCC s may l.Je limlWd to 1lynami J11S and ovcrcxcilabilily only, ec p. 28511.
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Lhc preceding �eclio11 both dynamisms arc rated as precursors. The unit is 
given a level value of II-Ill (2.5), while U1c lower limit for one dynamism 
{Su bject-objccl) is lll (J .0) and for lhc other (lnner psychic t ransformaliun) 
iL is llf-1\I (3.5). 

Because of lhe complexity of the rating process the autobiographies and 
the responscs to Verbal Stimuli have been reported unabridged (18) in 
order for every response unit and every rating to he exposed. 

What is presenl·ed here is the result of an effort to develop a p1·oceclure 
for relating the categories of the theory to recorded expressions of beha\'ior. 
In the process of developing the procedure, data were produced which 
offered the ftrsl opportunity to check the logic of the statements of lhe 
theory. ft is not claimed that these first empirical tests con titute a critical 
test of the theory. Rather, they a1·e presented as n starting point for further 
research and for comparison with other theories. A Cl'ilical lest of the 
theory would require longitudinal sturlies and blind ralini:;. Al lhe present 
the rating process demands a thorough working knowledge of the whole 
theory, a task too comµlex for ordinary training of raters. Tt was found, for 
instance, that il is virtually impossible to rate simultaneously for 
dynamisms and fol'ms of overexcitability. These categories are conceptually 
very different and require a different ''mental scl"; consequently they have 
to be cleteclecl in separate readings of the material. Ideally these ratings 
should be done by independent raters, which would complicate the training 
program and its design even further. 

An e.xlensive discussion of the problems and decisions facing a researcher 
who attempts a more comprehensive approach to the stud)' of levels of 
behavior and development is provided by Loevinger and Wessler. They 
stress that training of raters is a Ion� process extending into several 
months, and that, al the start, the raters must be selected on the criterion 
of capability to recognize behaviors of higher level. A more prnmising 
approach would be to develop more direct methods of tapping the de
velopmental variables. To make this possible more exLensive material 
needs to be analyzed to provide a pool of representative responses matching 
the de:,criplion of each variable. 

In summary, although tl1c results presented here do nnl yet constitute a 
crit.icnl test of the theory, they come close to il by virtue of (a) the internal 
consistency of the rating process, (b) the independence of rating of 
dynamisms and ovcrexcitabilily, and (I') Lhc constancy of the developmen
tal potential over lifetime. The internal consistency of the rating process 
was checked fur such critical variables as JI and DP (secLion V, A and 
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Tables 2 and 3). The independence of rating of dynamisms (d) and over

excitability (oe) is particularly significant because of the relationship 

between these two categories: namely, d + oe = constant [or a given 

su bjecl (section \/, A). The test of lhe constancy of developmental potential 

is described in section V, D. 



IV. ASSESSMENT OF LEVELS

A. LEVELS AS CONSTELl,A1'10NS OV DYNAMlSMS

Developmental dynamisms are defined as intrapsychic factors which 
carry out the process of restructuring emolional and cognitive organization. 
Each level of development is characterized by a different set of dynamisms, 
depicted in Figure I and described in detail by Dabrowski (15). 

The dynamisms arc often referred to as the "forces" which carry out the 
process of positive disintegration, as if somehow they were apart from it. 
Actually they are the disintegration. If they arc weak, the disintegration is 
weak and limited (partial); if they arc strong, 1hc disintegration is strong 
and all-inclusive (global). 

He1·e we shall concern ourselves only with the overall picture of the 
constellalions of these dynamisms al each level of development as a means 
of defining and identifying the construct of each level. The spindle shapes 
in Figure J arc meanl to convey Lhe idea that the dynamisms appear 
gradually. The black shading denotes tension associated with the activity 
of each dynamism. This tension gradually subsidt!S in level IV. Personality 
ideal (top line), whose aclivity inlensiftes with higher levels of develop
ment, is the only exception. 

There are no developmental dynamisms al level T. There are, however, 
contlicl.s of self-centered interests againsl environmental blocking, Such 
connicls, supported by lhe cohcsiven(::SS of the primary undifferentiated 
structure, arc only external. The disintegration of this struclure begins with 
Lhe mobiliu1fion of dynamisms characteristic of level TT. 'T'he vectors of 
change appear in sets whose different mt!mbers come into operation more 
or less al the same time. This is featured in the transition from level I to II, 

and from IT to lll. The transition from level 111 to IV is less sharp. Level 
IV is more "constructive" than ''destructive" because il c1ystallizes and 
solidifie!; the hierarchy emerging in level 111. This contrasts with the 
"destructiveness" necessary to move from level I to II, and from level Il to 
JH. The lallcr Lransition constitutes a shift from an ahicrarchical lo a 
hicran.:hical internal organization. 

The C on the left-hand side al the bottom of Figure l stands for a group 
of dynamisms which by themselves do not charactel'ize any given level but 
whirh find expression al st:veral different levels. These dynamisms con
tinue lo develop their activity nl several successive levels. For instance, 
empathy is defined by Dabrowski ( 17) as a concern and understanding of 
others combined with genuine readiness to help. U finds sporadic ex-
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prcssions at level II; at level III, it is not only more frequent but may 
become one of the moving forces of development; and at level TV, it is a 
pervasive force, fundamental Lo Lhe organization of development. Empathy 
can thus be considered a dcvelopmcntn/ gmdic11/ and a sensitive gauge of 
the level of development (Dabrowski, personal communication). 

B. PATTERNS OF DYNAMISMS FOUND IN SUBJECTS

The patterns shown in Figure I arc theoretical. The complete analysis of 
autobiographies and of the responses to Verbal Stimuli yielded data which 
allow us to construct naturally occurring p�Llterns of dynamisms. Each such 
pattern obtained from a different source (subject) can then be comf)ared 
wilh the overall lheorclical scale of Figure I. Each natural pattern can 
corresnond only to a part of the total paltern because no life story can 
bridge the complete span of five levels of development. The individual 
patterns may overlap. Together they should reflect most of the complete 
theoretical configuration. 

Each identificalion of a rating catego,y, such as a dynamism or form of 
ovcrexcitability, is like a µoint on the topological space of the subJcct's 
psychological structure 1·cAcctecl in his autobiography. The number of limes 
dynamisms were identified in Lhe material from the subjects in this study 
ranged from 9-177 among, respectively, 53 Lo 346 points taken. The tot.al 
number of dynamism identifications is equal to 638 in 1590 ratings of an N 
of 866 response units. 

Figure J is a graphic representation of the results. ln each instance when 
in a response unit of a given subject a dynamism was identified, it was 
en le red into f'ii,turc J as a dot. Each dot represents a separate occu rrencc of 
a dy11amism. The Roman numerals al the bottom of the figure refer Lo 
levels n. III, and lV. Since level I has no developmental dynamisms it 
cannot be represented graphically here. The letter C designates lhe category 
C of Figure 1. The direction from left to righl corresponds Lo the direction 
from bottom to top of figure 1, except for C. 

The boxes numbered 1 through 6 and the top one labeled S Ci.: reµrcsent 
material from subjects 1 through 6 and Saint-Exupe1y, respectively. Each 
box is a profile of a naturally occurring constcllat.ion of dynamisms which 
can be superimposed on the full theoretical scale of Figure 1. 

The bollom box represents the uevelopmental dynamisms in Lhc data 
from subject no. I. The paucity of dots indicates lack of dcvclopmcnl. This 
points to primary integration, or level J. 

In the data from .subject no. 2 we find a few more clots representing 
developmental dynamisms. In addition to the three rows being occupied in 
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level II lhere is some occupancy in level III and in C, bul nol enough to 
conclude lhal there is any developmental progress from level II to ill. 
Rather, dcvrlopmenL appears limited lo level TI. 

In the dala fl'om subject no. 3 we find more dot.sin Ill and in C, but the 
distribution of dots is uneven. The overall paltern indicates an incomplete 
developmental tnansHion from level 11 lo lIL 

The dala from subjccl 110. 4 manifesl the activity of all the dynamisms of 
levels TI Rnd III. This points to a wide front of developmental t1·ans
formations and a comprehensive transition in progress from lc\·el ll to III. 

[n lhe data from subject no. S we are dealing again with a very uneven 
pattern. Many dynamisms appear in levels fl, III, and IV, but no level 
appears Lo exhibit a complete and balanced set of dynamisms. Although all 
the dynamisms of level 1n are manifesled in this subject at least once, the 
distribution of their frequency of occurrence is very uneven an<! points lo 
irregularities and discontinuities of development-a sharp contrast Lo Li te 
pattern fou11d in no. 4. 

Cn the data from subjrrt no. 6 we fiml a complete and more or less 
balanced representation of dynamisms of both levels [IJ a11d IV, and a 
residue in level er. This residue, let us hasten Lo add, represents memories 
and experience!> of childhood. The overall pattern indicates transition from 
level Ill to IV. 

The profile for Saint-Exupcry, ru; for no. 6, reveals some dynamisms at 
level TI. These arc limited Lo descriptions of his childhood and adolescence 
by others; level Tll, except for some residual manifestation of the same 
origin, is emµLy. Development is \'irtunlly all manifested al level IV. There 
arr. two spaces wbich arc nclt filled. One of them (posilion 6 in lV) 
represents a dynamism which ceases to operate at level LV (see Auto· 
psycholhcrapy in Figure 1), and its absence here is a minor but siA'nificant 
indication of the advanced devC'lopmenl of Saint-Exupcry. The olhel', 
called Autonomy (position 9 in IV), is all-per\'asivc in Saint-t<:xupery's life 
and writings-lie speaks always out of his own authenlic experience and 
does not depend on o4.hcr soul'ces; for this reason it is difficult to identify 
any one response as particularly characteristic of LIie dynamism of Au
Lonoiny, unless one were to g-ivr the rating Autonomy lo most of the 
responses. One could also raise the point Lhat /\ulonomy may not he as 
much or a distinct dynamism as those which are more easily recognized; 
lhus its role as a characteristic membrr or the lt:vc:l IV conslcllation might 
be less significant. 
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C. THE FlT UETWEEN THEORETICAL AND FOUND PATTERNS 
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ln comparing the patterns shown in Figure 3 with Lhe overall picture 
given in Figure 1 we find essential agreement. The rows of ciots represcnt
i11g dynamisms clusler together. When they fill lower levels (ll and III) 
fully, they do not fill h igher levels (JV). They cluster in conliguous levels; 
that is, in Il and III, or in ill and IV but not in II and IV with the 
omission of Ut. When lhe h igher levels begin lo fill, the lower levels are 
gradual!}' empt ied. The only profile which departs from this pattern is that 
of subject no. 5 where levels Tl and IV appear incomplete, while III, 
allhough complete, shows disproportionate frequencies of dynamisms. While 
some dynamisms occur many times, three of them occur only once or twice. 
Such infrequent appearance argues against these dynamisms being st1·ongly 
developer! and active. Therefore, the pattern for level Ill can be considered 
virtually incomplete. However, even in this uneven pattern we do not observe 
a leap from 11 to TV which would clear level TTJ. 

Although the profile of subject no. S does nol contradict Lheoretical 
expectations (while simultaneous presence of level II and IV dynamisms 

. without those of Ill would) il is not ''clean"; it imposes a distinct strain on 
the fit with the theoretical pattern. By virtue of this it is a witness to the 
effort of lrying lo carry out a complete analysis. The goodness of the 
analysis rests on adhering to the rating procedure and attempting to un
earth everything that is catcgorizable. In consequence, bias toward a 
desirable result is diminished. 

The agreement beLween Lhe theoretical patterns and those found in the 
subjects is good, but it is not clear al this point what a perfect agreement 
should be. We do not know how much particular dynamisms can differ in 
strength. We assume them to be unita1y factors largely independent of each 
other. We assess their presence only on the basis of the frequency of 
responses representing a given dynamism. 

The autobiographies and responses lo Verbal Stimuli ciiffered in length, 
yet we do not believe Lhat the amount (above a certain minimum) affects 
the results. As mentioned before, we have expressed Lhe amount in terms of 
response units. The autobiography and the Verbal Stimuli for each subject 
were lumped together. If the amount of material from subject no. 1 (46 
response units) is made to be equal to 1.0

1 then the length o( the material 
from the remaining subjects is a multiple of this; for no. 2: 2.1 (96 response 
units); no. 3: 2.4 (112 response units); no. 4: 3.5 (162 response units); no. 5: 
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3.4 (155 response unils); no. 6: 3.8 (182 response units); and for Saint
Exupery: 2 .5 {113 response units). 

The shortest autobiography and Verbal Stimuli (no. l) are about ¼ the 
length of the longest (no. 6). This means we could expect about four limes 
more dots for subject no. 1 in Figure 3 (bottom left), if his material equaled 
in length that of no. 6. Since there are only seven dots, Lhen, if the material 
was as long as that of no. 6, we could expect up to about 28 dots. This 
increase would most probably fill only the box for level II as in subject no. 
2. 

Closer analysis of the case reveals little, if any, processes of positive 
disintcgratjon. JusL as one swallow does not make spring, so these few dots 
are not yet evidence of disintegration. The few instances of unilevel 
dynamisms observed in subject no. l are expressions of occasional indeci
sion or minor uncertainty in face of marriage. These do not in any way 
portend a more thorough process of disintegration. If compared in the 
context of the other subjects it woultl be more correct Lo say that these 
ratings were excessively generous. Nevertheless, once the rating criteria 
were fixed, they had to be applied consistently. Tn consequence, a minor 
ambivalence and a major one were counted on the same basis. In this way 
the impossible task of having to decide each time the value of a given 
response was avoided. 

A profile of disintegration emerges more readily when its manifestations 
are freq ucnt. For subject no. I this is noL the case: out of 53 ratings only 
nine represent instances of dynamisms ( 19 percent). However, live of them 
arc instances of Second factor which denotes susceptibility to en
vironmental pressures rather than fissures in the primary structure; the 
Second factor alone is noL a stl'ong sign of disintegration. For the othel' 
subjects the 1>ercenlage of dynamism ratings is much higher (Table 3, 
second column). For this reason we feel that subject no. 1 even in an 
autobiography four tin,es as long would nol pl'oducc much lhal would 
significantly alter his rronle of primary integration. 

Finding de\'elopmenlal patterns which fit Lhe theoretical picture raises 
futhcr qucslions. What accounts for the differences in development? Why 
is one person at the age of 23 (no. J) found at the level of primary 
integration while another at Lhe age of l 7 (no. 4) is undergoing a complete 
transition from level TT to TTT? Why do some who reveal delinquent be
havior at a young age (nos. 1 and 5) show advanced developmenl at the age 
of 20 (no. S) while others do not (no. I)? Why do differences in intelligence 
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(no. 2 with IQ 129, no. 5 with IQ 108) not correlate with differences in the 
level of development? The key to being able to approach these questions 
lies in the concept of developmental potential. The assessment of develop

mental potential is our next subject. 



V. A SESSMENT Of DEV LOPNIBN L O'rENTIAL 

AN EMPIRI AL QUATlON FOR DP

Developmental potential wa · defined as the high st level of devclopm nt 
an individual could achieve under optimal onditions (section 11, C). D -
velopmental potential is thus a measure of the original endowment for 

d velopmcnt through positive di.sintcgralion. Dynamisms and form· of 
ov r x itabHily ar po tulatcd as the principal components of DP and at 
the am time a the observable sign of its presence. 1I so, then their 
strength should be a measure of the strength of DP. We an express the 
expected relationship by the following quation: DP = (d ·roe) x Y where 
"d" stands for the percentage of dynamism ratings in the total number of 
rating for a given subject, "oe" tands for th per entagc of over

excitability ratings in the total number of ratings for the same subje t, 

and "Y, 11 r "yield,'' i th ratio of the lotal number of ratings (b) divided by 

th total number of r •sp ns' uni (a) for a given subje . Tables 2 and 3 
gi e th re ults. 

ubj' l 
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110, 
110. � 
110, 5 
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E (Sainl• 
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01! 
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,J 
Dynamism ratings, 

per i:ul 
Ovete�citnbili y 
ratings, per enl 

Develo1,mcnt I 
p<Jlcntiul 

/JP = (rl I oc) x I' 
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17 .0 
39,4 
27.8 

4.6 
4 I. I 
51.0 

·18.J 

l 1,2 
JS.5 
24.2 
3•1.0 
29.6 
29.S 

26.0 

32 
69 
CJD 

137 
I 4 
153 

I 72 

Vote: 1 n order lo he k th ir1lernnl c:onsisl n of the rntit,gs, them lcriol fr m ench ·ubj ct 
wa · divided i11to two halv • . 'l'h • DJ> wu 1hc11 omputcd [rum each half i11dc11enden!ly. The 
Pearson produ t-mom•nl correlation co•rticient [or 111• e puirs or ,•a[uc of DJ' is .94. 

The CL1Jicient Y was brought in for Lhe following t·eason. In the material 
studied lhe number of ratin YS vat'ies sevenfold: from 53 for subject no. 1 Lo 
3 6 for ubjc l no. 6, while the number of response units varies only 

fourfol l from 46 for ubject no. 1 to 182 for suhjc t no. 6. Thus the 
·ubjects who produ ed a higher number of ratings also produced more
ratings per re ·ponse unit. This r suits in a dilution of a •iven ategory of
ralin sin th total numhrr of rr11·ings wh n they ar grn rated with greater

frequency. Let u take a hyJ othelical example of a cas in which every

2M 
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response unit gencralcs one D (dynamism), one P (precursor), one F (func
tion) and ont: OE (overexciLabiliLy) rating; Y = 4. rn such a case the 
frequency of dynamisms or overcxcilabiliLy cannot be higher than .25. 
Suppose now that only D and OH. ratings were assigned. If there is only 
one rating per response unit O' = 1), either D or OE, lhcn the frequency of 
dynamisms or ovcrexcilability is .5. This would create the spurious impres
sion that d)111amisms were twice as active as in lhe first example (one D per 
one response unit.), while, in facl, they occurred half as often: i.e., one D 
pci· two response units. This illuslrales that greater variety and richness of 
rating dili1te the frequency of lhe rated categories. In orde,· lo counteract 
Lhis effect the percentage values for dynamisms and overexcilabil ity were 
multiplied by Y. 2 

We musl now examine more closely the equation for DP in light of Lhc 
numbers given in Tables 2 and J and the values for the product-moment 
corrclalion coeflicient. The high values for r show thal Lhe computation of 
the coefficient I' and of DP from the first and second halves of each 
subject's material (autobiof!:raphy plus responses lo Verbal Stimuli) is 
highly consistent. This means that neither Lhe value of Y nor Lhe vall1e of 
DP varies bt:lwcen the split halves. The remaining lerm of Lhe equation is 
the sum cl + oc. If Lbe terms of this sum were constant in relation to carh 
other, then the consistency of DP bet.ween the split halves would be trivial. 
To lesl this the correlation coefficient r was calculated for d vs. oe and 
found lo L,c .57. To show more convincingly the lark of relationship 
between the proportion of rl and oe in the split halves, tbe coefficient of 
alienation k (22) was comp uted and found to be .82, which is highly 
significant. In otllCr words, the sum d + oe 1·cmait,s fairly constant, bul the 
proportions of d vs. oe vary considerably. This is shown in Figure 6 for 
subject no. 6 and is described in scclion V, D. 

8. PROnLES OF' DYNAMISMS AND Ovlm.EXCJTAflll.lTV

Figure 4 shows the distribution of dynamism and overexcilability ratings 
as a fraction or lhe total number of ratings. The dynamism profiles reflect 
the dislribution of each subject's dynamism ratings across levels. 

! Millon! Susmat\ (pi:rsonnl communication) µointc<I oul that I' is not 11cccss11l')' lo find the
value or /JI'. S1t1cc rJ + r,c = l(D + OF.)lbl x 100 (i.e., the sum of the 11crce111;1gcs or 
,.lynnmisms and ovcrcxcital>ilily rn1ings is equal to lhc ,lctunl number or rulings for these two
rnlcgories di\'idcd IJy Lhe tolnl number of rnl.ings /iJ, wr run �uhslitutc V "'b/11 in !he oriRinnl 
equal ion to gi:l (d + vc) x I' = l(D I OE)lb] x 100 x IJ/ti; thus we oblair1 Dev. Pol. = [(I) f 
OE)/n I x IOO. 1'hc dcvclopmcnJul potcnth\l is thus the sum of the frequency of. d)1nnm1sm
anti ovcrcxcilauilily ralings per re.�pon$t' unit. This oliminates olher rating calcgoncs (precur• 
sors and functions) from assessment of DP. 
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DiH rent dynamisms characterize different levels. Each dynami m can b 
rat d over a certain level ran re which ext 'nd from a d milev l bel w il 
proper le l ( .g., II-I I for a level III dynami m) to a dcmilevel or v n a 
whol l ·v I abov (s •c e Li n III, ). In consequen the I nami ·m profile 

f a given subject refle ts hi development I "c ntcr or g-ravity" (i.e. th 
I •vcl with mo,;l frcqu nt rating). 

In subje l no. 2 and 4 Lh re is a balanc' betweell uni! vel dynami m 
11) and lran ilional on s (Il-lll) , hich mark the b ginning of mullil vcl

process s. The profil is mu h tr n r for ubj t no. 4 than for subject
no. 2. Howe,•er, lh profile in Figure 4 do not tell whetl1 r all the
dynami ms of a given 1 vel are pres nt or not. Comparison with Figur
shows that the differ nee between th se two ubj t i striking, be au e in
no. 4 all multilevel dynamisms b gin to operate, wbil in no. 2 nly v ry
few. • or subj cts no. 3 and S the highest p ak or th "c nter of grnvi ty," is
locat d in I vel III but i much tronger in subject no. 5. R f rence to
Figur' 3 hows �imilarity of pattern-unev n in both but mu h strong r in
ubjc L no. 5, The two peaks for aint-Exupcry r fle t th shift from hi

childhood and adolc nee (lcv I 01 peak) to his matur y ar (l •v I IV
p ak).

Th profil of ov rcxcitabilily r veal varying degrees of str n ,th of ca h 
form f overcxcitability· in ome ·ubje certain form app ar to b 
abs nt. The low frcqu ncy of sensual o r xcitabilily in all subj cts may 
n t be a curat . rt is pos ible that in an autobiographical narraliv , e p -
cially of subj cts sci tcd l co er the rich st range of Jev I of d v lop
m nt, nsual xperi n es ml ht have app ared I · important to relat . Tn 
everal subjects ( .g., no . , 4, and 6) the n urolo i al xaminalion 

showed Lh prcsen e of fairly strong sen ual overex itability. Nev rthele ·s, 
we ha e cen au obiographic in whi h s n. ual overex itabilily appeared to 
be th mo t dominant f rm, [n tho asc manif . talion of d v I I mental 
dynami ms ar ·car 

It i interestin lo note iliat a a low r level of development ( ubj ts no. 
l and 2) the psy homolor form i th m t promin nt. With lh engage
ment of a gr aler numuer of d , lopmental dynami ms ( ubj· t no. 4-6 
and SE) th motional f 1·n1 uf o crcxcitabilil be ome th mo ·t dominant. 

1"lG RE ,j 
PEllCENTi\Cf: PROF'lt.ES 01' DVN/\i',11S�l5 ANO f RMS or Ov£1u:x IT BILITV IN 

I\ 'l'OIJIOCIIAPHJCAL MATERIAL frtOM lffEIIENT ·uoJE ,·s 
(Nos. l-6 /\NI) AINT-�XUP�RV) 

Romnn num •nil tlcsii:nal lcwl of dc\•clor,m •111; P, S, 11, Tm, anrl I� de ignul psy· 
chomo1or, en ual, intcll • ·tunl, imuginntionnl. and emotion I forms of ov rcxcilnbillty. Th 
�um of lh d pi led val11, for dynami m • nri o,·crcx itability gives the value of Lh cle
vclopmc11t rll pult:ntial for u h u b · •ct. 
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The um or the per n ag values of dynami ms and ov rexcit, biliti s 
given i·n Table 2 and represent d graphi ally in Figure 5 gi, cs Lhc DP 

value for ach subject. 

OMPARISON OF AL LATED VS. LIN! AL VAL ES FOR p 

Th ompulation of DP from the data do s not t 11 us how ll1e· • value 
an be related to the original cl _finiti n f DP a the highest level of 

de elopmen a giv n person is ndowed for. The valu of DP is nol r lat d 
to the actual level of development manifested al the tim of analysis. For 
inslan e, J, igure 4 show lhal subject no. 4 display a distinctly lower level 
of development than subject no. 3, yet his DP i mu h higher (Table 3), 

To obtain a comparison between the calculal d values of DP against 
tho assessed in a differenl way Dr. Dabrowski pro ided an stimate of 
DP for ea h ul.ijecl in the study. ·igure S shows this omparison. The 
values obt,in cl from r. abrowski' Jinical as smenL are based on 
inl rviews, n urologi al examination, and readin r f the subj ts' au
Lobiographi s and respon es to Verbal Stimuli. These alues, expressed on 
fill arbitrary scale of 0-50, were produced several month /ni01• to the 
completion of the unit by unit rating of the material and sul s quenl 
derivation of the formula for DP. Th arbltrary al from 0-50 orres
ponds roughly to th fiv J ,el of development with 10 poin for each 
lev I. In order to convert the DP values from Table 2 to fit Lhis scale, th y 

were divided by 3.6. 
It is perhaps worth pointing out that a linear scale ls not best uit d to 

reflect the sit of DP, It is intuili ely obviou. that if the DP musl <loubl to 
move from th borderline of le els.land U (DP = 10) to the borderline of 
I vcls II and III (DP = 20), il sh uld, at the vety least, also d uble 
between levels III and IV, and IV and V. For th present, l1owever 1 w 
must be satisfied wi h a lin ar qualion to mat ·Ii a lin ar al . 

Th agr ment b tw en the calculat d and the int.uitiv clini al valu s of 
DP I ads to thr con lusions: 

1. Th d lopm ntal potential an b cstimal d in a sample of self· 
reported xpressions of beha, ior on the basis of lh fr qu n )I of responses 
repre en ling lynamisms and forni · of o crex itability. 

2, What the lini al asses menL achieves through xperien e ,nd intui-

Fl, RES 

C0i1L1'AR1SON OF CLINI 'Al, (INT ITl\ lt,) \sstSSillENT Of DEVl::L.01'�11':NT,U. 1·'01'ENTl,\L, (DP) 
wr,·11 'I'n ·r £)1(1 W ''HOM TIIE Eq ,\Tl ON ·rm; LllIT, l'Ori 

DWFl!:Hr.:NT S BJ£ TS (N ·. 1·6 AND SAJNT·EX PitRY) 
The scnl from 0·50 i arbitrary. Tofil inl lhis scnl the DP value� of Tablr. J w re divirlerl 

by J.6. 
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tive synthesis of many bits of differenl kinds of information, the rating 
procedure makes explicit. 

3. The differenl dynamisms and forms of overexcitabilily appear
sufficient to account for different patterns of development through positive 
disintegration. In consequence, they fulfil I the role of tbeoretical unitary 
factors with which one can explain individual differences in development. 

D. CONSTANCY OF' TIIE DEVELOPMENTAL POTENTIAL 

We assumed earlier that the developmental potential reflects an original 
endowment. Consequently, at different periods of life iL should remain 
constanl. This constancy should be preserved in face of very intense 
periods of development and even of dramatic change in the level of mental 
functioning or environmental shifts. The mosL reliable source of such 
information would be a longitudinal study. This is yet to come. 

Nevertheless, retrospective semilongitudinal observations are available 
in the two sections of the autobiography of subject no. 6. In a remarkable 
fashion her autobiography has numerous age indications, particularly in 
recalling her childhood. The first 73 response units relate her memories 
from age 3 to JS, the remaining 109 units (including Verbal Stimuli) relate 
events from age 15 to 34. 

The profiles of lhe distribution of dynamisms and forms of over
excitability in the two life periods of subject no. 6 are shown in Figure 6. 
We note several things. In the earlier period tile amount of material 
representing different forms of overexcitability is much greater than in the 
later period. But otherwise the two profiles are similar; i.e., there is no 
displacement of the relative heights of tile peaks. The percentage of 
dynamism ratings shows the reverse-the material represenling develop
mental dynamisms in the earlier period is smaller than the later period. We 
also 11ote a shifl from the higher peak in the dynamism profile at level 111 
fot the earlier period lo the bordel'line of levels lll and IV for the later 
period. One must remember lhal for development to advance from one 
level to another, it is postulated that an enormous amounl of developmen
tal transformation must take place. A shift from level III to Ill-JV indeed 
reflects a great deal of development. 

The values for dynamisms, overexcitabilities, Y
1 

and DP for the two 
periods arc as follows (the values for the age period 3-15 are given firsl)
dynamisms: 37.8 and 60.6 percent; overexcitability: 46.0 and 17.2; 
cocflkient V: 2.02 and 1.82; DP: 169 and 141. The number of ratings for 
the two ''halves" are 148 and 198. The values for Y and DP were entered 
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XCITABI ITY 

It Im E 

COMPARISON Of" THE DVN,\Mi-!'11 AND OV REX "IT,\DILITY PRO· ILES l\'JlOM TIIE 
Two P,\RTS OF 'l'IIE Au·rouJ GR PHY OF UBJECT No. 6 

into the computation of the product-moment orrelation co ffjcient re
ported at th botto n of Tables 2 and 3. In the a e f subject no. 6 th 
material was not divided inlo equal halves. 

Tn view of the fact Lhal Lhe d t rmination of dynamisms and ov r
excitabilily is not made dire tly (i.e. 1 not with ·p ,ciJic standardized in
struments)., lhe diff r>nce betw en the DP values for the diff rent age 
periods i not ex essively �1· al. 

The forms of ov rex itability an be observed in young children, prior to 
the manife·tation f de lopmcnlal dynamism (5, 14). Th omparison of 
the data i·eftccting the Lwo life µel'iods f subjecl no. 6 supports thi idea. 
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The profiles given in Figure 6 and the numerical data given above show 
that the earlier period exhibits a much higher proportion of expressions of 
ovcrexcitability but a lower proportion of expressions of aynamisms. 

1n general, we may suppose that in the sequence of development 

dynamisms are the product of differentiation of forms of overexcitability. 

Certainly, such dynamisms as dissatisfaction with oneself, inferiority to

ward oneself, disquietude with oneself, feelings of guilt, responsibility, 

empathy, are primarily dcrivalivcs of emotional overexcitability. They are 
its varied and more evolved forms. 



VI. CONCLUSION

The results or the studies reported here show that the theory of positive 
disintegration has empirical founding. The constructs of the theory have 
been identified in 866 samples of autobiographical material. A pool of 1590 

ratings obtained on this material provided an opportunity to study (n;) lhc 
pattern of distribution of tl1ese 1·alings over the theoretical categories, and 
(/,) the pattern of distribution of the theoretical categories over the sources 
of data (subjects) in several different ways. 

First, the dynamism ratings distributed themselves over subjects in 
clusters. Each cluster corresponds to part of the overall postulated colloca
tion of dynamism:; from level I lo V, shovvn f4l'aphically in Figure 1. Each 
subject as a so11rce of material provides a developmental cross-section. 
These cross-sections o\'erlap in such a way that they reflecl the pattern of 
Figure l. This constitutes one elllpirical test of the theory. 

Second, the postulated components of the developmental potential 
(DP)-i.e., dynamisms anc..l forms of overexdtability-appcar in these ra
tings wilh lawflll regularity. Their relative frequencies vary in different 
developmental cross-seclions, but the sum of their frequencies remains 
reasonably constant for a given subject. This was tested for an early and a 
!ale period of life recounted in one autobiography and provider! the second
empirical test of the theory: namely, of the constancy of DP.

1'hircl, the distribution of values for DP calculated from the data agreed 
with a clinically derived estimate of DP for each st1bject. This constitutes 
the third empirical test of the theory. 

The means by which these tests were made possible was the rating 
proc:edure. This procedure was built on the assumption that each 
dynamism, and each form of overexcitability, is a unitary factor essentially 
independent of the others. Thal was the working assumption. The theory, 
however, does postulate relationships belween some of these factors, lhe 
most important being between emotionaJ overexcilability and multilevel 
dynamisms. Nevertheless, it only specifies that emotional overexcitability is 
lhc necessary condition if mullilevel dynamisms are to be had. Beyond this 
very general relation one cannot specify whether they will be obsen·ed 
early or late in the developmental history, nor at what level. Thus, the 
working assumption or the rating procedure is nol invalidated by this 
general relation in thr theory. 

In view of the above discussion we may conclude that within the 
paradigm of Ll1e theory of positive disintegration, different dynamisms and 

293 
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forms of ovcrcxcitability can be regarded as 1mitary.facto1's of development 

amenable to quantitative analysis. 
If we accept the hypothesis that dynamisms differentiate frnm forms of 

overexcitability, then these forms lake on lhe role of primary factors of 
de\'elopment. Thus the theory of posilive disintegration offers lhc means by 
which one can account for developmental transformations in the level of 
cognitive and emotional behavior. The same means (i.e., the dosages of 
different forms of ovcrexcitability) appear, at present, sufficient to account 
for the origin of incliviciual variation in the patterns and levels of develop
ment. 

The assemblage or these factors shows an underlying developmental 
conlinuity conceptualized as developmental potential. /\.t the psychological 
level the developmental potential corresponds to the genetic assemblage at 
the biological level. Just as the genome was only a logical conception 
throughout most of the history of genetics and not until recently was il 
fitted with a molecular structure to explain the mechanisms of genetic 
continuity, so, too, al the beginning of the study of psychological continuity 
the developmental potential is bul a logical conceplion. 

Logical conceptions can be powerful tools. They allow us lo carry out an 
accurate analysis of lawful regularities and their underlying structure in

dependent of the physical nature of thul structure. The exact analysis of the 
physical structure of genetic material did not make genetic analysis any 
more accurate but gave flesh to its abstractions. Thus we can hope that the 
analysis of Lhe components of the developmental potential will produce 
results 110 less accurate than iJ we knew their physical nature. 
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